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Mr. James M. Taylor, Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement

IU. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

-

SUBJECT: COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION (CPSES) .

DOCKET N05. 50-445 AND 50-446
EA NO. 86-09

Dear Mr. Taylor:

On May 2, 1986 the NRC staff issued to Texas Utilities Electric Company (TVEC)
two Notices of Violation (NOV) with respect to various construction activities
at Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES). The two NOV's were
designated Appendix A and Appendix B to the letter of May 2, 1986, and are so
referenced herein.

In connection with the violations alleged in Appendix A you have proposed a
civil penalty of $200,000; in connection with those alleged in Appendix B, you
have proposed a civil penalty of $50,000.

Our responses to the NOV's are attached. For ease of review we have
separately addressed each principle example of the alleged violations. We do
not admit that all of the alleged examples represent violations. However,
even for those examples with which we disagree, our comprehensive response
reflects our commitments to formulate and implement enhancements for our
control cver licensed activities.

While we do not agree with all of the examples in Appendix A, we acknowledge
that one or more examples of each violation occurred. Please find enclosed
our check in the amount of $200,000 for the Appendix A violations.

Regarding the proposed civil penalty for the alleged violations in Appendix B,
we requ.est mitigation of that proposed civil penalty. While we recognize that
you considered the extensiveness of our actions related to the Unit I as-built
cable tray program, we believe our efforts were extraordinary and therefore we
respectfully ask that you consider our mitigation request.

In our June 2, 1986, response to EA 86-63 we identified a number of corrective
actions we have implemented as a result of our self-evaluation of our
performance as a NRC licensee. Those actions included restructuring corporate
and QA/QC management by obtaining management personnel with outstanding
management skills and experience in the nuclear industry. We are confident
that the continuing attention by these management personnel will prevent
recurrence of the type of problems identified by the NRC in the subject NOV.
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WebelieveourresponsescollectivelyaddresstheNRCstaffconhrns*'
summarized .in your letter. Our ongoing activities are controlled, and the
CPRT activities when complete will provide a assessment of past problems.

As described in our response to EA 86-63, actions we initiate are not geared
simply to satisfying NRC requirements. Rather, our goal is to go beyond
minimum requirements to achieve excellence in our performance as a NRC
licensee. As a result of our continuing self-evaluation to assure we meet
that standard, we have taken some recent steps. Some of these steps are:

- We have developed a three phase plan to realign the QA organization and
responsibilities to enhance QA's ability to focus on important issues in a
timely manner. The plan involves the consolidation of the TUGCo QA
organization and the relocation of the entire QA Division to the CPSES
site. The consolidation of the Operations Quality Assurance group into
the QA Department maximizes our ability to coordinate the efforts of the
Surveillance and Audit Groups and assures a unified and consistent
implementation of the Division's responsibilities. The relocation of the
QA Departments to the CPSES site allows QA personnel to maintain a finger
on the pulse of the project and thus become more intimately familiar with
important issues as they arise and are resolved. The first phase of the
plan was accomplished July 1,1986 with the realignment of the reporting
responsibility of the Operations QA Group from the Plant Manager to the
Director, QA; the relocation of the Corporate Quality Engineering Section
to the CPSES site; and the relocation of the Manager, Quality Assurance to
the CPSES site along with the reassignment of QC surveillance
responsibilities to this position. Phase two of the plan will be
completed with the relocation of the QA Audit and Vendor Compliance
Section to the CPSES site. These relocations will be made by September
1987. Presently, the highest priority is the relocation of the internal
QA Audit Section to CPSES which is expected to be accomplished by October
1986. The final phase of the plan involves the realignment and
consolidation of the Department's responsibilities into an organization
tailored to meet the needs of two unit operations. This phase will be
implemented consistent with the licensing of CPSES Unit 2.

- In September 1985, TUGCo management instituted additional methods to
assess QA program implementation for CPSES, which is in addition to
existing management reviews. On September 25, 1985 the first meeting of a
TUGCo senior management committee was held to assess the overall adequacy
and effectiveness of the CPSES QA Program implementation. This meeting
provides a forum for management to question project management and be
apprised of program status. Since September the committee has met five
times and we expect the committee to meet on a monthly basis over the
foreseeable future. e

- In December 1981 TUGCo established a Quality Assurance Surveillance
Section consisting of three technicians to evaluate the implementation of
the startup testing program. Since that time the section has expanded to
thirty-five people and has taken on an ever increasing role to assure
effective implementation of the Quality Assurance Program. In October
1985 the responsibilities of the Surveillance Section was expanded to
include evaluation of construction craft activities. In January 1986,
records surveillance activities were initiated for completed Unit 2 Non-
ASME quality assurance documentation. In February 1986, the Inspection
Surveillance Program was developed to verify QC inspector effectiveness by
performing random reinspections of QC accepted components. This section
consists of fourteen specialists who are qualified to receive Level III

.
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certification per ANSI N45.2.6. To strengthen our program implementation
we transferred the responsibility for surveillance to the Manager, QA to
enhance and compliment our auditing efforts. All adverse surveillance
findings are trended to assure that individual corrective actions are
appropriate., and effective action is taken to preclude recurrence.

- The Engineering Assurance Department was established July 1, 1986
reporting to the Director of Engineering. The major responsibility of the
department is to ensure that engineering activities for both TUGCo
Engineering and its engineering contractors are performed in accordance
with applicable regulatory and quality requirements using sound technical
bases. In addition, the department will also monitor and document all
engineering training, review and control engineering procedure changes,
provide audit interface and ensure adequate, timely engineering response
to regulatory problems (e.g., 50.55(e), Part 21, I.E. Bulletins, I.E.
Information Notices, NRC Notices of Violations, etc.)

If you have any questions on this letter or our responses, please feel free to
contact my staff or me.

,

Very truly yours,

$$'N:}t,
W. G. Counsil

BSD/arh
Enclosure
Attachments: (1) Applicants Response to Notice of Violation EA 86-09

Appendix A

(2) Applicants Response to Notice of Violation EA 86-09
Appendix B

(3) Request for Mitigation of Proposed Civil Penalty

c - Mr. Robert D. Martin
Regional Administrator, Region IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (w/o enclosure)

THE STATE OF TEXAS :

COUNTY OF DALLAS :
.

I hereby swear that the above stated information and the referenced
attachments are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

.

/ bd?-ylw

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a Notary Public in and for , on
this Y day ofgfara>d ,1986.

My commission exp res 4fSM 19h ~
-

No y Public
'
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August 4, 1986

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

before the
-

-

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

.

)
In the Matter of )

) Docket No. 50-445
TEXAS UTILITIES ELECTRIC ) 50-446

COMPANY, et al. )
) Permit Nos. CPPR-126 ,

) CPPR-127

(Comanche Peak Steam )
Electric Station) ) EA No. 86-09

) Appendix A
)

d

APPLICANTS' RESPONSE TO
NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Pursuant to 10 CFR 9 2.201 the Applicants hereby respond to the above-

captioned Notice of Violation as follows:

.
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TUEC RESPONSE TO EA86-09. APPENDIX A
.

.

I AT TIGED VIOIATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.A.1
,

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion II requires, in part, that the quality assurance
program provide control over activities affecting the quality of the identified
structures, systems, and components to an extent consistent with their importance to
safety. It further requires that this program provide for indoctrination and training
of personnel performing these activities affecting quality as necessary to assure that
suitable. proficiency is achieved and maintained. ,

The Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES) Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR),
Amendment 15 (April 30, 1981) commits to the NRC Regulatory Guide 1.58, Revision 1.
" Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Inspection, Examination, and Testing Personnel,"

.

with minor modifications. This Regulatory Guida endorses, with comments, ANSIi

N45.2.6-1978. , " Qualification of Inspection, Examination, and Testing Personnel for
Nuclear Power Plants." ANSI N45.2.6-1978 provides guidelines and criteria for the'

evaluation and qualification of inspection personnel.

ANSI N45.2.6-1978 requires in paragraph 2.4 that the qualification of personnel be
certified in writing in an appropriate , form for the basis used for certification of
qualification, including education and employment experience. Paragraph 3 of this
standard defines the minimum capabilities that qualify personnel to perform inspection
examinations, and tests.

Contrary to the above, since April 30, 1981, the quality assurance program did not
adequatel'y ensure that quality assurance / quality control QA/QC inspectors were

|

i appropriately qualified and trained to inspect activities affecting quality. Of 102
ASME and non-ASME inspector qualification records reviewed by the TRT, twenty percent;

' did not contain verification of education or employment experience to substantiate the
qualifications as required. In addition, the TRT identified seven instances where the
inspectors did not meet the minimum capabilities of the qualification requirements
defined in ANSI N45.2.6-1978. These individuals were certified to the Level II
capability within one to eight months of their transfer to the quality control program
even though they possessed no prior inspection experience. The recommended years of
related experience defined in the standard for the Level II capability for these
individuals was three years.

i

TUEC RESPONSE:
,

i There are two aspects of this alleged violation - (a) failure to have records of
verification of education and experience, and (b) failure to assure minimum

;

capabilities. These aspects are separately addressed below.'

!, (a) Verification of Education and Exoerienee

(1) Admission or Denial of Alleged Violation

We deny the alleged violation for the reasons that follow.
;

We committed to USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.58 (Revision 1) by Amendment 14 (January
30, 1981) to the FSAR. This commitment was further modified by FSAR Amendment 15

,

1 (February 20, 1981). Regulatory Guide 1.58 (Revision 1) endorsed

PAGE Al
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the use of ANSI N45.2.6-1978. Section 2.2. or the standard requires the

capabilities *of a candidate for certifiction be initially determined by a- i

suitable evaluation of a candidate's education, experience, training, test
results, or capability demonstration. Section 2.4 further requires the
qualification of such candidates be certified in writing in an appropriate form 1

'

including the basis used for certification. The basis for certification
includes records of education and experience. Neither the ANSI standard nor

the Regulatory Guide establishes guidelines for such records, nor requires
verification of these items prior to certification. Although the subject of
personnel verification was addressed by the NRC in IE Circular No. 80-22
(October 2, 1980), " Confirmation of Employee Qualifications," the Circular
addressed employment (not quality) policies and practfces and cited examples of
the qualifications of designer / engineers, not quality personnel.

- r

While we do not believe the failure to verify education and experience was a.

violation, we believe, in retrospect, that adoption of personnel verification
practices would have enhanced our certification program. Consequently, our
certification program for non-ASME inspectors has been substantially upgraded

; to require, as a minimum, verification of education and experience to support
the level of capability to which an inspector is certified (following the ANSI
guidelines). Current practice also entails Level III evaluation of
verification of the past experience prior to initial certification. In
addition, if the minimum education or experience credentials of an inspector
candidate cannot be verified prior to certification, site quality management is
apprised of the situation (including reasons why such verifications are not
obtainable) and appropriate steps are taken (i.e., restriction from
certification or alternate means of supporting credentials). Since B&R had
adopted a corporate position of personnel verification prior to TUEC's
commitment to Regulatory Guide 1.58 (Revision 1), no enhancements of the B&R
(ASME) certification program is needed.

We have pursued a course of action to obtain personnel verifications to the
extent possible for current personnel and for those personnel identified within,

I the framework of ISAPs I.d.1 and VII.c. For' those inspection personnel under
the ISAPs whose credentials cannot be established, a reinspection program will
determine the adequacy of hardware items they inspected.

(b) Assurance of Minimum Canabilities

(1) Admission or Denial of Alleged Violation

We admit the alleged violation to the extent specified below.-

(2) Reason for Violation:

Based upon the SSER information regarding the inspectors who were the subject
of the violation, these individuals met or exceeded the Level II worktime
requirements for SNT TC-1A and no requirements were violated in the area of NDE
certifications. As for the balance of the ANSI certifications identified in

I the violation, insufficient information was provided to evaluate those
individuals' minimum capabilities. However, during review efforts associated
with ISAP I.d.1, evidence has been observed which supports the alleSed

;

violation. .

t

'
> .
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The executioh of ISAP 1.d.1 revealed instances where individuals were certified
who did not meet ANSI minimum capabilities for the following reasons:

,

! Accepting prior experience which was not related and not providingo
additional training and testing beyond specified minimums to establish
capability.

Not clearly documenting that additional training and testing given was doneo
to establish capability in lieu of the ANSI minimum experience,

Not specifically documenting the basis for reduction of training ando
testing requirements for individuals with related experience beyond the
ANSI minimums. ,

The reasons for and generic implications of the above violations will be addressed
.

in the collective evaluation of ISAPs I.d.1, I.d.2, and VII.c.
,

(3) Corrective Steos Taken and Results Achieved:

We have pursued a two-fold effort to address the question of inspector
qualification. The first effort is an assessment of personnel already

,

certified and is addressed within the framework of ISAPs I.d.1 and VII.c. For
those personnel whose credentials cannot be established, a reinspection program.

j will determine the adequacy of hardware items they inspected. The second
i

effort entails a reassessment of the program used to certify inspection
personnel, including the roles of the personnel who implement and maintain the*

; program.

The approach taken for the certification of ASME inspectors contained 6

sufficient controls and qualification assessment to assure a reasonable basis
for personnel certification. The approach taken for non-ASME inspectori

certificctions required revision and enhancement. Steps taken subsequent to
the TRT review included the following:

Revision of CP-QA-2.1, " Training of Inspection Personnel," on August 19,'

o

t
1985, to address Regulatory Guide 1.58 (Revision 1) and ANSI N45.2.6-1978
requirements.*

Application of a conservative approach to Position C.6 of the RegulatoryI o

i Guide and ANSI N45.2.6-1978 Section 3.5. That is, no reduction of the

education and experience minimums is allowed.

Assignment of a full-time qualified and experienced Quality Trainingo
Supervisor to assure proper implementation of the certification program.

The adequacy of both ASME and non-ASME certification programs is being4

evaluated in ISAP I.d.2.
,

(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:
!

The corrective steps taken to date have resulted in a program which will
preclude the certification of non-ASME personnel who do not meet the ANSI

j '
.
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minimum capa,bilities. Moreover, the program is monitored by the Quality
Training Supervisor, audit personnel, and site surveillance personnel.
Certification practices of ASME personnel have not invoked the use of the other
factors since the TRT inspection; however, the procedure for ASME inspector
qualifications (QI-QAP-2.1) contains wording which permits the use of "other
factors". The ASME procedure will be revised to delete this revision by August
31, 1986.

(5) Date When in Full Comoliance:

The program is now in full compliance. Compliance will be addressed in ISAPs
I.d.1, I.d.2, and VII.c.

i

e

e

.
.

c

.
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ALLEGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.A.2

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion II requires, in part, that the quality assurance
program provide control over activities aftecting the quality of the identified
structures, systems, and components to an extent consistent with their importance to
safety. It further requires that this program provide for indoctrination and training
of personnel performing these activities affecting quality as necessary to assure that
suitable proficiency is achieved and maintained.

The Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES) Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR),
by Amendment 15 (April 30, 1981) commits to the NRC Regulatory Guide 1.58, Revision
1. " Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Inspection, Examination, and Testing
Personnel," with minor modifications. This Regulatory Guide endorses, with comments,

'ANSI N45.2.6-1978., " Qualification of Inspection, Examination, and Testing Personnel
for Nuclear Power Plants." ANSI N45.2.6-1978 provides guidelines and criteria for the
evaluation and qualification of inspection personnel.

ANSI N45.2.6-1978 requires that quality assurance program personnel who plan and set
up inspections, supervise or maintain' surveillance over inspections, supervise or
maintain surveillance over inspections, supervise and certify lower level personnel,
report inspection results, and evaluate the validity and acceptability of inspections
be certified to Level II capability.

Contrary to the above, at the time of the TRT inspection, the coating quality
assurance program personnel who planned and set up inspections, supervised or
maintained surveillance over inspections, supervised and certified lower level
personnel, reported inspection results, and evaluated the validity and acceptability
of inspection were certified to a Level I capability in lieu of the required Level II.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Alleged Violation

We deny the alleged violation for the reasons that follow.

The planning of inspections, the reporting of inspection results, and evaluation
of validity of inspections were dictated by the protective coatings (PC)
procedures, not the individual inspector or his immediate supervision. The
procedures were prepared by the Quality Engineering Group and provided detailed,
step-by-step instructions which governed the performance of all required
inspections, including evaluation of the validity of the inspections. The
detailed nature of the procedures left nothing to interpretation and thereby
precluded the need for Level II personnel. All PC inspection personnel were
trained in procedural requirements prior to certification. All PC inspection
personnel were certified by written examinations which were approved and
evaluated by certified Level III perso6nel, and all certifications were approved
by certified Level III personnel. The lead inspectors in the PC area were
responsible for work assignments but did not provide technical direction to the
inspection forces. We acknowledge that this was not procedurally defined until
August 19, 1985, when Revision 18 of CP-QP-2.1, was issued clarifying that
technical direction t( the inspection force was to be provided by the Quality
Engineering Group (Level III personnel), and that QC supervision responsibilities
were restricted to those of an administrative nature. However; this was a

.
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clarification of intent, not a departure from previous practice.

Although we ' deny that a violation occurred, We have enhanced our training and
certification program in several areas as follows:

Assignment of certified Level III personel as discipline QC Supervisors,o

Assignment of an experienced, full-time Quality Training Supervisor whoseo
sole function is to oversee the training and certification program.

Upgrading the certification status of all field QC inspection personnel too
Level II status through a program of formal and on-the-job training,

Development of formal lesson plans to provide the technical specifics ofo
the inspection requirements in a clear and logically orgcnized manner.

o Establishment of the Inspection Surveillance Group in early 1985 to perform
an overinspection of items accepted by QC inspection personnel. This is
performed on a sampling basis by attribute by inspector, and thereby
establishes a confidence level that a QC inspection is occurring as
required by procedure, snd that inspection personnel are properly trained
and qualified to perform assigned tasks.

The assessment of the adequacy of the current training and certification
program is being addressed in ISAP I.d.2. Current program implementation is,

being evaluated in ISAPs I.d.1 and VII.c.

.

*

*

~
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AT.TTCED VIOIATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.B.1

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III requires in part that measures must be
established to assure that applicable regulatory requirements and design bases, as
defined in 50.2 and as specified in the license application, for those structures,
systems, and components to which this appendix applies, are correctly translated
into specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions. These measures must
include provisions to assure that appropriate quality standards are specified and
included in design documents and that deviations from such standards are
controlled. The design control measures must provide for verifying or checking the
adequacy of design, such as by the performance of design reviews, by the use of
alternate or simplified calculational methods, or by the performance of a suitable
testing program. In addition, design changes including field changes, must be
subject to design control measures commensurate with those, applied to the original ,

design.

CPSES FSAR Section 8.3.1.4 specifies that the criteria used to establish the minimum
requirements for preserving the independence of redundant Class IE systems are
defined in IEEE Standard 384-1974, " Trial-Use Standard Criteria for Separation of
Class IE Equipment and Circuits."

IEEE Standard 384-1974, Section 5.6.2 requires in part that the minimum separation
distance between redundant Class IE equipment and wiring internal to the control
switchboards be established by analysis of the proposed installation. Where the
control switchboard materials are flame retardant and an analysis is not performed,
the minimum separation distance shall be six inches. In the event the above
separation distances are not maintained, barriers must be installed between the
redundant Class IE equipment and wiring.

Contrary to the above, at the time of the TRT inspection, the applicant had failed
to satisfy the minimum separation requirements of IEEE Standard 384-1974. The TRT
inspection identified several instances where these requirements were not translated
into instructions for separation in the Unit 1 control room. Both safety and
nonsafety-related cables were in direct contact with other safety-related cables
within flexible conduits and no analysis was provided that demonstrated the
acceptability of the design and installation.

TUEC RFSPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Alleged Violation:
,

l
i, We deny the alleged violation for the reasons that follow,

Regarding the alleged violation that we failed to translate the commitments for
i

minimum separation requirements of IEEE-384-1974 into instructions and'

drawings, the separation requirements of the standard were translated into
design details appearing on Drawing 2323-EI-1702-02 and quality instructions
QI-QP-11.3-28 (inprocess inspections) and QI-QP-11.3 40 (post construction
inspections). These documents required that a minimum separation of 1-inch be

| maintained between safety or non safety-related cables and redundant
i

safety-related flexible conduits. This criteria is consistent with the
requirements of IEEE 384 Paragraph 5.6.2 which requires that barriers be'

installed when the minimum separation distance between redundant Class IE
j equipment and wiring is less than 6-inches. IEEE 420-1973 (Ref. 33, FSAR P.

PACE A7
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8.3-71) Section 4.2.1 indicates that a metallic conduit along with a one inch
air space is* acceptable separation. Therefore, the CPSES internal separation
criteria is in accordance with IEEE-384-1974, Regulatory Guide 1.75, Rev. 1
January 1975 and IEEE-420-1973.

Regarding the examples of separation not being in conformance with our
drawings, we admit the examples but do not believe they are the basis for a
violation since our program (QI-QP-ll.3-40) in effect at that time had not been
completed. When the TRT made its inspections construction work was still in
progress in the control boards (primarily the seismic uounting of non-Class 1E
equipment on the boards). Since work was still in progress, the final

inspection (QI-QP-ll.3-40) for the acceptance of the control boards had not
been initiated. We believe the identified examples of separation
nonconformance are conditions which were inadvertently created by the craft i

during inprocess work due to the complexity of wiring in the control board.
Our recognition of the possibility of such examples being created during
ongoing construction activities was a reason for developing the post
construction inspection program (QI-QP-11.3-40). We are confident that the
separation deficiencies identified by the TRT would have been found during the
post construction inspection (QI-QP-11.3-40). Through ISAPs I.b.1, I.b.2 and
I.b.4 we have taken steps to strengthen and enhance our existing construction,
startup and quality programs relative to separation. These steps include:

Perform complete control board reinspections by both TUGC0 and the thirdo
party.

Review and enhancement of inspection procedures where applicable,o

Issue a new procedure (QI-QP-11.3-55) which now requires inspection of theo
equipment prior to turnover to Startup. This inspection will identify and

track separation nonconformances from the construction phase.

Develop a program to train all personnel who require access to multi-traino
cabinets (more than one train cables) to be sensitive to separation
requirements. This program will involve a special training program
(currently being developed by TNE Engineering) that will be coupled with an
access control procedure (currently being developed by Startup) which will
allow only trained personnel to have access into multi-train cabinets while
that equiment is under custody of the Construction /Startup organizations
during this phase of the project.

.

*

.

O
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AT TTGED VIO1ATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.B.2
.

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III requires in part that measures must be
established to assure that applicable regulatory requirements and design bases, as
defined in 50.2 and as specified in the license application, for those structures,
systems, and components to which this appendix applies, are correctly translated
into specifications, drawings, procedures and instructions. These measures must
include provisions to assure that appropriate quality standards are specified and
included in design documents and that deviations from such standards are
controlled. The design control measures must provide for verifying or checking the
adequacy of design, such as by the performance of design reviews, by the use of
alternate or simplified calculational methods, or by the performance of a suitable
testing program. In addition, design chan5es, including field changes, must be
subject to design control measures commensurate with those applied to the original ,

design.

CPSES FSAR, Section IA(b) commits to the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.64,
" Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear Power Plants", which
endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Draft 2, Revision 2-5/7]).

ANSI N45.2.11, " Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear Power
Plants," in p'aragraph 8, requires that design changes be justified and subjected to
design control measures commensurate with those applied to the original design.

Contrary to the above, in July 1983, the applicant reported to the NRC that during
hot functional testing excessive air temperatures were documented near the vessel
flange and in the ex core detector walls. A subsequent review by the TRT indicated
that prior to the installation of the reactor pressure vessel reflective insulation,
the vendor requested and incorporated a design change to permit the installation of
the reflective insulation support channel outside the insulation. This design
change effectively reduced the gap between the vessel insulation assemblies and the
shield wall thus restricting the cooling air flow. This design change was not
justified and subjected to design control measures commensurate with those applied
to the original design in that had this condition not been detected during start-up
testing, the integrity of the reactor vessel shield wall could not be assured after
long-term exposure to elevated temperatures. In addition, the sensitivity of the

source range detectors in the neutron detector well area could not be assured.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Allered Violation:

We admit the alleged violation as specified below.

(2) Reason for Violation:

Inadequate control of design interface information from the reactor pressure
vessel reflective insulation (RPVRI) vendor (Westinghouse) is the cause of the
violation.

The RPVRI vendor / supplier and its subvendor (TRANSCO) agreed to the change in
orientation of the RPVRI support channel which varied from what was specified
(Westinghouse Equipment Specification 676,449). This variation,is shown on the
the original issue of TRANSCO drawings and was therefore justified and

.
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subjected to the original design control measures. We have no evidence that
Westinghouse. requested of or received from C&H authorization for the change in
orientation of the support channel. commensurate with those applied to the
original design. However, we agree that a violation occurred in that the RPVRI
vendor did not adequately transmit or revise design interface information to
the reactor vessel shield wall designer (Gibbs & Hill).

(3) Corrective Steos Taken and Results Achieved:

The unacceptable temperature conditions reported during Unit 1 hot functional
testing (TDR-908) have been evaluated, the causes have been corrected and the
system ratested satisfactorily (TSG-7786). Similar conditions on Unit 2 have
been corrected, final acceptance will be verified by preoperational testing
(2CP-PT-4602). This matter is being addressed in ISAP VI.a.

,

(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:

Since this was not a field modification made by the site, no changes were
implemented to strengthen the site programs. However, since the event
additional engineering procedures have been developed to better define and
control the design interfaces. Specifically, Procedure TNE-AD-1 was issued to
better define and control the design interfaces and Procedure TNE-DC-5 was
issued to better control document review.

Also, in a January 28, 1986, letter from J.B. George, Gibbs & Hill and other
design contractors were directed to modify procedures to "... provide assurance
that design requirements (data) are received (e.g., receipt
acknowledgement...". This directive will be implemented by site engineering via
instruction TNE-AD-4-8 which will be issued by August 15, 1986.

At the direction of the Executive Vice President, NE&O the Quality Assurance
Department conducted an evaluation of interface controls between and within-
contractors providing design services to CPSES. The results of this evaluation
indicate that the January 28, 1986, letter to Gibbs & Hill and other design
contractors was effective in communicating the requirement for positive closed
loop interface controls. This review did identify the need for a receipt
acknowledgement system in TNE. This will be in place with the implementation
of TNE-AD-4-8.

(5) Date When in Full Comoliance:

August 15, 1986

)

*
s
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ALLEGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.B.3
.

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III requires in part that measures must be
established to assure that applicable regulatory requirements and design bases, as
defined in 50.2 and as specified in the license application, for those structures,
systems, and components to which this appendix applies, are correctly translated
into specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions. These measures must
include provisions to assure that appropriate quality standards are specified and

' included in design documents and that deviations from such standards are
controlled. The design control measures must provide for verifying or checking the
adequacy of design, such as by the performance of design reviews, by the use of
alternate or simplified calculational methods, or by the performance of a suitable
testing program. In addition, design changes including field changes, must be
subject to design control measures commensurate with those applied to the original ,

design.

CPSES FSAR Section 3.7B.2.8 requires that non-Category I equipment and components
located in Seismic Category I buildings are to be investigated by analysis or
testing (or both) to ensure that structural integrity is maintained under the
prescribed earthquake loading so that earthquakes do not adversely affect the
integrity or operability (or both) of any designated Seismic Category I structure,
equipment, or component.

Contrary to the above, the TRT inspection identified non-seismic components in the
Unit 1 control room ceiling and other Category I areas that were not analyzed in
accordance with FSAR Section 3.7B.2.8 that ensures earthquakes do not adversely
affect the integrity or operability (or both) of any Seismic Category I structures,
equipments, or components in these areas. In. addition, the analysis performed for
the Category II light fixtures, the non-seismic drywall ceiling, and the lack of
analysis for the non-safety-related conduits two inches (or less) in diameter, did
not ensure that the structural integrity is maintained under the prescribed
earthquake loadings.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Alleged Violation:

We deny the alleged violation regarding the general methods utilized for
,

addressing potential damage to safety related items caused by non Category I
items. This matter is addressed in ISAP II.d.

~

We admit the alleged violation regarding the non-safety related conduit two
inches or less, lighting fixtures, and the control room ceiling which includes
the drywall, louvered and acoustical suspended ceilings.

(2) Reason for Violation:

The designs of the control room ceiling and lighting fixtures were based on the
assumption that they would not cause an adverse interaction during a seismic
event.

.
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(3) Corrective Steos Taken and Results Achieved:

The nonseismic control room ceiling is being replaced with a design which can
readily be seismically qualified.

Our response to Appendix A Item I.B.5 addresses the steps taken to resolve the
non-safety related two inch or less issue.

A damage study review of all plant architectural features (nonseismic
partitions, other architectural ceilings, doors, etc.) and lighting fixtures
will be performed and incorporated into the Damage Study Program. A design
verification of the Damage Study Program to address the generic implications of
the two specific technical issues will be performed under ISAP II.d. The
verification effort will include an assessment of the control room lighting and

* '

all other architectural features.

(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:

The Damage Study Program is ongoing and will continue to review / evaluate future
modifications to the plant.

(5) Date When in Full Comoliance:

The damage study review is complete for existing items and any unacceptable
interactions identified are being dispositioned by the civil / structural
engineering group. The scheduled completion date of the control room ceiling
installation is September 1, 1986. ISAP II.d will assess the adequacy of the

Damage Study Program and any needed corrective actions.

.

.
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ALLEGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.B.4
.

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III requires in part that measures must be
established to assure that applicable regulatory requirements and design bases, as
defined in 50.2 and as specified in the license application, for those structures,
systems, and components to which this appendix applies, are correctly translated
into specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions. These measures must
include provisions to assure that appropriate quality standards are specified and
included in design documents and that deviations from such standards are
controlled. The design control measures must provide for verifying or checking the
adequacy of design, such as by the performance of design re, views, by the use of
alternate or simplified calculational methods, or by the performance of a suitable
testing program. In addition, design changes including field changes, must be
subj ect to design control measures commensurate with those applied to the original <

design.

: CPSES FSAR, Sections 3.78.2.8 and 3.7B.3.13 require that the effects on seismic
Category I piping from non-Category I piping and structures be considered.

Contrary to the above, the NRC Region II Special Review Team (SRT) and the TRT
identified a Category I and non-Category I interaction for which an analysis could
not be produced that showed compliance with the CPSES FSAR requirements for the^

piping at the Electrical Control Building / Turbine Building interface.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Alleged Violationt

We admit the alleged violation.

(2) Reason for Violation:

! At the time of final as-built stress analysis high thermal stresses were
encountered in the piping and an anchor was changed from a 6-way anchor to a
two directional rigid support to allow free axial growth and rotation of the
piping. Gibbs & Hill instructed the pipe support designer to combine loads on
this support using the overlap method as described in Procedure AB 8. The
overlap' method did not adequately address the contribution of loading on this
support from the non-seismic piping in the Turbine Building.'

(3) Corrective Steos Taken and Results Achieved:'

In accordance with Gibbs & Hill Procedure AB-1, "As Built Verification

Instruction," re-analysis was performed for the auxiliary steam piping in
question. As a result of the re analysis, an anchor was added in the
Electrical and Control Building. This new anchor was at a different location
such that thermal stresses in the line are now within allowable limits. A
conservative plastic hinge analysis in accordance with Procedure AB 11,
Revision 1, was used to determine loads on the anchor from the non seismically

! analyzed side.

In any event, a requalification program as described in DSAP IK is currently
underway by Stone & Webster (SWEC) for all safety class and high energy piping
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and support systems. SWEC has developed a set of Comanche Peak Project
Procedures (CPPP)_ for the requalification effort. CPPP-7, " Design Criteria
for Pipe Stress and Pipe Supports", gives explicit details for the stress
analysis, design and verification of anchors at seismic Category I/non-seismic
Category I piping interfaces. SWEC will perform audits to assure that these
criteria are implemented properly.

(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:

See response (3) above.

(5) Date When in Full Como11ance: -

The requalification program is in full compliance. Compliance will be

addressed in DSAP IX and ISAP V.c.

.

.

!
1

1

!
;

*
!

'
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ALLEGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.B.5

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III requires in part that measures must be
established to assure that applicable regulatory requirements and design bases, as
defined in 50.2 and as specified in the license application, for those structures,
systems, and components to which this appendix applies, are correctly translated
into specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions. These measures must
include provisions to assure that appropriate quality standards are specified and
included in design documents and that deviations from such standards are
controlled. The design control measures must provide for verifying or checking tho
adequacy of design, such as by the performance of design reviews, by the use of
alternate or simplified calculational methods, or by the performance of a suitable
testing program. In addition, design changes including field changes, must be
subject to design control measures commensurate with those. applied to the original ,

design.

CPSES FSAR, Section 3.7B.2.8 requires that non-Category I equipment and components
located in seismic Category I buildings are investigated by analysis or testing, or
both, to ensure that under the prescribed earthquake loading, structural integrity
is maintained, or the non-Category I equipment and components do not adversely
affect the integrity or operability, or both, of any designated seismic Category I
structure, equipment, or component to the extent that these seismic Category I items
cannot perform their required functions.

Contrary to the above, the TRT found that the design analysis for.non-Category I
equipment effects on seismic Category I structures, equipments, or components was
incomplete. The support installation for nonsafety-related conduits less than or
equal to 2 inches was inconsistent with seismic requirements and no evidence could
be found that substantiated the adequacy of the installation for nonsafety-related
conduit of any size.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Alleged Violation *

We deny the alleged violation that there was no evidence to substantiate the
adequacy of installation of non-safety related conduits larger than two inches
in diameter. There is evidence that those conduits had been properly analyzed
and seismically supported or restrained, or they had been incorporated into the
Damage Study Program. An evaluation of the adequacy of the Damage Study
Program is being performed under ISAP II.d.

'

i We admit the alleged violation related to non-safety related conduits less than
| or equal to two-inches diameter.

(2) Reason for Violation: .

Seismic support of non-safety related conduit less than or equal to two inches
in diameter was not provided because engineering assumed the supports would not
cause an adverse interaction with Seismic Category I structures, equipment or
components during a seismic event. This assumption was based upon the inherent
capacity of the anchorage and supports for these relatively lightly loaded
installations. Design document DCA 5106 delineated typical support details for

i ,

non safety related conduits two inches diameter and smaller. Inadequate
.
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installation instructions caused the craft to install a portion of the two inch
diameter and smaller population in groups of more than one conduit, which is
inconsistent'with the engineering assumption.

(3) Corrective Stans Taken and Results Achieved:
,

ISAP I.c was prepared to address compliance with FSAR commitments for support ,

!of non-safety related conduits less than or equal to two inches diameter. The
ISAP includes the walkdown within Category I structures for installed supports

,'

on non-safety related conduits two inches diameter and smaller to determine
adverse interactions. For those supports determined to have adverse
interactions, they will be changed to ensure that they are seismically

j adequate.

(4) Corrective Stens to Avoid Recurrence: r

Two actions are being taken:

a. A program to review new non-safety related conduits less than or equal to*

two inches diameter installations is being developed. Engineering
| evaluations will be performed to ensure seismic adequacy of the new
| supports.

1 b. New installations of safety related features will also be reviewed to
ensure unacceptable interactions with non-safety related conduits two
inches diameter and smaller are avoided.'

The above two items will be performed by engineering personnel under approved2

procedures with quality assurance surveillance and auditing of the4

implementation.

(5) Date When in Full Comoliance-;

| Compliance will be addressed in ISAP I.c.

!

!
I

,

; -

|
4

4

e

i

!

!
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ALLEGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.B.6

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III requires in part that measures must be
established to assure that applicable regulatory requirements and design bases, as
defined in 50.2 and as specified in the license application, for those structures,
systems, and components to which this appendix applies, are correctly translated
into specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions. These measures must
include provisions to assure that appropriate quality standards are specified and
included in design documents and that deviations from such standards are
controlled. The design control measures must provide for verifying or checking the
adequacy of design, such as by the performance of design reviews, by the use of
alternate or simplified calculational methods, or by the performance of a suitable
testing program. In addition, design changes including field changes, must be
subject to design control measures commensurate with those applied to the original

edesign,

ASME Section III, NF-4725 requires that threaded fasteners, except high-strength
bolts, be provided with locking devices to prevent loosening during service. Brown
& Root Instruction QI-QAP-11.1-28, Revision 25 in Section 3.7.1 requires that
exposed threads be free of extraneous material.

Contrary to the above, measures were not established to ensure that the standards
for locking devices were specified and included in design documents. On May 24,
1984 Texas Utilities Electric Company (TUEC) engineering issued a memorandum (CPPA
38997) that approved paint, when applied to Unit 1 component supports, including
fasteners, and when set or hardened, would act on bolt and nut threads to prevent
the nut from loosening. In addition, suitability testing did not justify the use of
paint as a substitute locking device per the ASME Code. The use of paint in this
manner is contrary to the ASME and site procedural requirements.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Allered Violation *

We admit the alleged violation.

2) Reason for Violation:

In mid-1982 it was decided to not conduct " destructive mechanical locking" of
NF threaded fasteners until the project was ready to prepare a system ASME N 5
Code Data Report. The basis for that agreement was that preoperational
testing, including hot functional testing, was being conducted in parallel with*

system completion necessitating frequent pipe support adjustments.

When it was identified in early 1984 that locking of the threaded fasteners had
not occurred, the fasteners had alrady been coated. Based on our experience
and the experience of the ASME Authorized Nuclear Inspection Agency, it was
decided that the coating had already accomplished the locking function in
compliance with the ASME Code. To provide a documented basis for this decision
Engineering was directed to develop and conduct a test program. The testing

was extensive and revealed that " Multi-process epoxy formula coating resists
breakaway torgue as well as or betther than upsetting threads." We did not
test other coating formulas because we believed that any industrial coating
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would provide equivalent results. Similarly, DBA testing was not conducted
because the process was being tested for capillary action and not coating
adhesion.

The use of coating as a locking device was not incorporated into the design
specifications because it was only intended to justify not doing a backfitJ

mechanical locking effort on Unit 1 and was not intended to be generically
applicable to Unit 2.

(3) Corrective Steos Taken and Results Achieved:

As an expedient, Unit 1 and Common threaded fasteners Int component supports
will be mechanically locked prior to Unit 1 fuel load. This activity will be
tracked by Corrective Action Report 066X. Unit 2 fasteners have been required ,

to be mechanically locked at the time of final QC acceptance since October 15,
1984. Revision 26 to QI-QAP-11.1-28 was issued October 15, 1984 to
specifically require inspection of mechanical locking of threaded fasteners on
component supports in accordance with specification requirements. This issue
is addressed (for hardware) in ISAPs VII.b.3 and VII.c.

(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:

See response (3) above.

(5) Date When in Full Comoliance:

Threaded fasteners will be mechanically locked prior to fuel load.

!
*

.

D

4,

1

s
j
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| Ar ticED VIOtMION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.B.7
j

j 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III requires in part that measures must be
established to assure that applicable regulatory requirements and design bases, as'

defined in 50.2 and as specified in the license application, for those structures,
systems, and components to which this appe'ndix applies, are correctly translated;

? into specifications, drawings, procedures and instructions. These measures must
.

t

include provisions to assure that appropriate quality standards are specified and
,

j included in design documents and that deviations from such standards are
j controlled. The design control measures must provide for verifying or checking the
; adequacy of design, such as by the performance of design reviews, by the use of
: alternate or simplified calculational methods, or by the performance of a suitable
| testing program. In addition, design changes, including field changes, must be

subject to design control measures commensurate with those applied to the original
,

design.1

A

CPTES FSAR, Section IA(b) commits to the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.64,
j " Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear Power Plants", which

endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Draft 2, Revision 2-5/73).
1

; ANSI N45.2.11, in paragraph 4.1 requires that design activities be prescribed and
j accomplished in accordance with procedures of a type sufficient to assure that

applicable design inputs are correctly translated into specifications or procedures.,

| TUEC Procedure CP-EP-4.0, " Design Control," Revision 3. dated July 11, 1982 requires
! that design inputs, on which final design is based, be identified, documented, and

|
approved.

Contrary to the above, at the time of the TRT, inspection, engineering criteria
| defined in Bechtel Corporation Specification 10466 N 204, Appendix D governing the

cold springing of piping systems during installation was used at CPSES as the basis'

i for the final design of the piping systems. However, this criteria was never
j formally identified, documented, or authorized in CPSES TUEC engineering documents.
1

TUEC RESPONSE'

i

j (1) Admission or Denial of Allered Violation!

! We deny the alleged violation for the reasons that follow.

We consider this matter to be the result of a misunderstanding between the TRT
and Engineering. As addressed in Gibbs and Hill Specification 2323-MS-100,
desi,gned cold spring may be used if specified by the designer and accomplished
under specific controls. Since designed cold spring has not been utilized at i

ICPSES, no controls are addressed in the Gibbs and Hill Specification.
; Moreover, the Gibbs and Hill Specification does not address the cited Bechtel
f

Corporation Specification (104660-M-204, Appendix D). It was our intention to!

convey to the the TRT that should designed cold spring be utilized at CPSES,
it would be controlled and the Bechtel Specification was intended to be used as

4

j an example of how such cold spring activities would be controlled. We did not
~ intend to state or imply that the Bechtel Specification was being followed at

CPSES. Although we do not consider this to be a violation, the specific and
generic questions related to this matter are being addressed in ISAP V.e.

.

I e
'
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AT TIGED VIOIATION' - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.B.8
.

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III requires in part that measures must be
established to assure that applicable regulatory requirements and design bases, as
defined in 50.2 and as specified in the license application, for those structures,
systems, and components to which this appendix applies, are correctly translated
into specifications, drawings, procedures and instructions. These measures must
include provisions to assure that appropriate quality standards are specified and
included in design documents and that deviations from such standards are
controlled. The design control measures must provide for verifying or checking the
adequacy of design, such as by the performance of design reviews, by the use of
alternate or simplified calculational methods, or by the pe'rformance of a suitable
testing program. In addition, design changes, including field changes, must be
subject to design control measures commensurate with those. applied to the original ,

design.

CPSES FSAR, Section IA(b) commits to the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.64,
" Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear Power Plants", which
endorses ANSI N45.2.11 (Draft 2, Revision 2-5/73). ;

ANSI N45.2.11 in paragraph 3.1 requires that design inputs, such as design bases, be
identified, documented, and their selection reviewed and approved. Changes from
specified design inputs, including the reasons for the changes, shall be identified,
approved, documented and controlled.

Contrary to the above, at the time of the TRT inspection, the applicant failed to
adequately identify design bases and inputs including specific Design Basis Accident
(DBA) test reports, and failed to properly perform and document review and analysis
of design and design inputs, especially design changes. For exarple, allowable

coating thicknesses applied to the inside of the Containment Liner were repeatedly
changed without engineering evaluation and review to demonstrate that the coatings
of different thickness would survive testing under DBA conditions.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Allerad Violation:

We admit the alleged violation.

(2) Reason for Violation;

i We did not adequately identify specific documentation relared to DBA test data
| for coatings systems and provide adequate engineering justification to support

approval of design changes.i

!
I (3) Corrective Action and Results Achieved:
| NUREG-0797, Supplement No. 9, approved the declassification of protective
| coatings applied inside containment to non nuclear safety related. Corrective
; action for coatings previously applied at CPSES was not required because the
j failure of coatings would not result in or contribute to causing or increasing

the consequences of any design basis accident.
i All containment building coating procedures were completely rewritten to,

reflect the change to a non safety related program, and to assure compliance,

>

,

-
,
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with Specification 2323-AS-31 and the coating manufacturers' written
instructions.

(4) Corrective Stens to Avoid Recurrenc'e:

Althodgh complianca with 10CFR50 Appendix B in the protective coatings area is
no longer required, we are maintaining a strong coatings program to assure good
workmanship for coatings commensurate with their contribution to enhancing>

plant operation. Protective Coating Engineering Procedure CP-EP-6.2, " Review'

and Approval of Engineering Procedures for Verification of Protective Coating
Work Inside Containment", was implemented July 1,1985. The requirements of
this procedure were subsequently incorporated into Procedure TNE-AD '), Revision

8.
J

(5) Date When in Full Como11ance:

July 1, 1985

!

1

i

r

!

|

|

t
i

1

.

'

,

!

.

i

1 -

..
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Af iJGED VIOIATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.B.9
'

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III requires in part that measures must be
established to assure that applicable regulatory requirements and design bases, as
defined in 50.2 and as specified in the license application, for those structures,
systems, and components to which this appendix applies, are correctly translated
into specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions. These measures must
include provisions to assure that appropriate quality standards are specified and
included in design documents and that deviations from such standards are
controlled. The design control measures must provide for verifying or checking the
adequacy of design, such as by the performance of design reviews, by the use of
alternate or simplified calculational methods, or by the performance of a suitablei.

I testing program. In addition, design changes including field changes, must be
j subject to design control measures commensurate with those applied to the original

'

design.

CPSES FSAR, paragraph 6.18.2, states, in part, " Coating systems used on exposed
,

surfaces in the Containment have been qualified in accordance with ANSI N101.2 and
,

j N512 and are applied in accordance with NRC Regulatory Guide 1.54." The CPSES FSAR,

Section 17A, including Table 17A-1, and the CPSES Specification 2323-AS-31, in
paragraphs 2.0b and 3.0a, require that coatings shall be tested and approved for

j application in areas exposed to radiation by Oak Ridge National Laboratories and the
coating manufacturer in accordance with ANSI N101.2 and N512.

Contrary to the above, at the time of the TRT inspection, the applicant could not
i provide evidence to demonstrate that coating systems used at CPSES had been tested

and qualified by Oak Ridge National Laboratories and the coating manufacturer, in
accordance with ANSI N101.2 and N512. This deficiency applies to the originally
specified coating systems and to subsequent design changes.

TUEC RESPONSE|

!

(1) Admission or Denial of Allered Violation:

We admit the alleged violation.

(2) Reason for Violation:'

The coating systems specified in Spec. AS-31 were evaluated and pre-qualified
,

,

for use inside containment by Gibbs & Hill prior to their addition to the '

|
approved materials list. These coating systems are commonly used materialc

, ,

|
throughout the nuclear industry. Until December 1984 Specification 2323 AS 31 '

required that coating systems used at CPSES be DBA qualified by testing by the
J coating manufacturer and at Oak Ridge National Laboratories. The major coating

systems used at CPSES were tested and i[ualified by Oak Ridge National
,

i Laboratories.
\ SSER-9, M-50 indicates that the TRT's major concerns were that the site DBA

test data files were not complete, and the TRT did not concur with the practice
of using the coating manufacturer's DBA test data to adjust film thickness

' tolerances because the TRT believed the manufacturer's data was incomplete and,

I inconclusive. It was our view that the manufacturer's in house DBA test data

PAdEA22 -
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was sufficient technical justification to modify the application tolerances of
coating materials which were previously qualified by Oak Ridge National
Laboratories.

,

(3) Corrective Stens Taken and Results Achieved:

The dry film thickness tolerances for containment coating materials were
evaluated and modified to assure compliance with ANSI N101.2 and ANSI N512.
Specification 2323-AS-31 was revised in December 1984 to delete the requirement
that containment coating systems be DBA tested at Oak Ridge National
Laboratories and by the coating manufacturer. The specification now references
only compliance with ANSI N101.2 and ANSI N512. Procedures have been revised
and are bein; applied in strict accordance with the manufacturers' written
instructions. ,

(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:

Protective coatings inside containment are now non nuclear safety related. the
specification requires implementing procedures be approved by the Coatings
Engineer.

(5) Date When in Full Comgliance:

December 19, 1984

,

e

9
6

4
'
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AT TTGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.C.1

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion X requires, in part, that a program for
inspection of activities affecting quality be established and executed by or for the
organization performing the activity to verify conformance with the documented
instructions, procedures, and drawings for accomplishing the activity.

Texas Utilities Generating Company (TUCCO) Procedure Q1-QP-11.3-28 Rev. 21 " Class IE
Cable Terminations," paragraph 3.1.c states that "All Class IE and associated cable
splices and terminations that utilize splice connectors shall be witnessed."

Contrary to the above, the TRT reviewed twelve quality control inspection reports
for butt splices of 600 volt control and instrument connections and found three
incidents where the applicant's quality control inspector failed to witness the
splice as required in paragraph 3.1 of procedure QI-QP-11.3-28.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Alleged Violation:

We admit the violation.

(2) Reason for Violation:
'

The reason for the violation appears to be isolated examples of failure to
implement the inspection requirements of QI-QP-11.3-28.

(3) Corrective Steos Taken and Results Achieved:

We have developed a plan to ensure that all required inspections were performed
as required, and all that butt splices have been properly identified on the
appropriate design drawing. The scope and methodology of verification that all
splices are properly inspected is described in ISAP I.a.2. Methods used to
assure that similar conditions of procedural noncompliance do not exist are
described in ISAP VII.c.

The reinspection results from ISAP I.a.2 resulted in issuance of Corrective
Action Request (CAR) 050 to address apparent substandard inspector performance
of four inspectors. We analyzed the inspection results and concluded that two
of the four individuals (none of whom remain in QC) did not require further
reinspection. This decision was based on the nature and number of the
discrepancies identified in ISAP I.d.2, i.e. few discrepancies attributable to
insp*ector performance. The inspections of the remaining two individuals
required reinspection.

Eighty percent of one of the individual's work was reinspected as part of ISAP
I.d.1 and no safety significant discrepancies were identified. We plan no
further corrective action for this individual's inspections since over 99.6

.

percent of all recreatable attributes reinspected were satisfactory and no'

safety significant deficiencies were noted.

All of the recreatable termination inspections were reinspected for the other
individual. These inspections revealed that greater than 97% of all attributes
inspected were satisfactory and no safety significant deficiencies were noted.
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We plan no further corrective action for this individual.

(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:

All electrical QC personnel have been retrained in the requirements of
QI-QP-ll.3-28.

The Inspection Surveillance Group was established in early 1985 to perform an
overinspection of items accepted by QC inspection personnel. This is performed
on a sampling basis by attribute by inspector, and thereby establishes a
confidence level that a QC inspection is occurring as required by procedure.

This issue is addressed in ISAP I a.2 which includes verification of splices.

'The training and certification program was revised on* August 19, 1985, to
include a field proficiency examination as a final prerequisite to
certification. The field proficiency demonstration is designed to demonstrate
capability in specific inspection tasks and is administered by the appropriate
Level III Quality Engineer. This ensures not only proper understanding of
procedural requirements, but also ability to physically implement those
requirements in an inspection environment.

(5) Date When in Full Comoliance:

Compliance will be addressed in CAR-050.

\
*

1

.,
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AffrGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.C.2

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion X requires, in part, that a program for
inspection of activities affecting quality be established and executed by or for the
organization performing the activity to verify conformance with the documented
instructions, procedures, and drawings for accomplishing the activity,

i

Gibbs & Hill Specification 2323-MS-46A, Revision 5 requires that nuclear
safety-related Class 1, 2, and 3 pipe hangers and supports meet the requirements of
the ASME Code, 1974 Edition, Section III Subarticle NF-431 which states that

|
" Defects in materials which were accepted on delivery or which are discovered during
the process of fabrication or installation may be eliminated or repaired by welding,
provided the defects are removed, repaired, and examined in accordance with the
requirements of NF-2500 requires that defects may be repaired as permitted by the
material specifications.

,

Brown & Root Procedure WES-029, " Welding Specification for Field Fabrication and
: Erection of Structural Steel" delineates the instructions and documentation required
! to perform weld repairs (i.e., plug welds of misdrilled holes).

Contrary to the above, cable tray supports were found by NRC Region IV staff
personnel to contain undocumented plug welds. It was not possible to determine if
the plug weld repairs were acceptable because quality control inspections were not;

performed to ensure that the welds were performed in accordance with the applicable
{ codes and procedures.

.| TUEC RESPONSE

,

(1) Admission or Denial of Alleged Violation:

We admit the alleged violation as specified below.

(2) Reason for Violation:

It appears that the examples are instances of failure to properly document the3

requirements of the governing procedures for the performance of repairs of
misdrilled holes (MES-52.01-106B or WES-029) on the part of construction
personnel, and the resulting lack of documentation of inspection of such
repairs (QI-QP-11.3-2 or QI-QP-11.10-2) on the part of QC. These instances

;

! also appear to be limited to the cable spread room. Construction used a

construction operation traveler to document repair activities. However, thei

issue of repair of misdrilled holes (commonly referred to as " plug welds") was
not"specifically addressed as a unique item. QC would then document " plug

,

j weld" inspection using a "QC Accept" sticker rather than an IR. Upon
completion of the system and final QC inspection, the stickers were removed so

j the components could be painted. As a, result, no documentation specifically
traceable to repair of misdrilled holes remained. Acceptance of all welding on'

a given support was indicated by a single QC signature on the traveler.
.

! Gibbs & Hill Specification 2323-MS-46A and ASME Section III Subsection NF are
incorrectly cited as the governing standards for welded repair of misdrilled!

holes in cable tray supports. These documents govern ASME component support
: design, fabrication and installation. The governing standards for cable tray

supports are Gibbs and Hill Specification 2323-SS-16B, AISC Specification for
i -
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Design, Fabrication and Erection of Structural Steel for Building (7th
Edition), and AWS D1.1 Structural Steal Code, 1975.

(3) Corrective Stens Taken and Results Achieved:

The construction operation traveler was revised to specifically identify " plug
welds" as a QC hold point in November 1980, thereby providing documentation
traceability to the repair of misdrilled holes. Deficiencies identified during
NRC RIV investigations resulted in NCRs which were resolved by performing acid
etches of the areas in question (under QC witness) to find the extent, if any,
of weld material, and by QC performing a visual inspection for acceptance. To
address potential generic implicaticns and inspection-procedure adequacy,
repair of misdrilled holes and program adequacy is being addressed by ISAP V.d.

'

(4) Ccrrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:

We believe the controls placed within the program for the repair of misdrilled
holes (e.g., identifying " plug welds" as a QC hold point on construction
operation travelers) provides assurance that the activity is supported by
traceable documentation.

(5) Data When in Full Como11ance:

The program is now in full compliance. Compliance will be addressed in ISAP
V.d.

'

.

i

.,

*
'
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ALLEGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.C.3

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion X requires, in part, that a program for
inspection of activities affecting quality be established and executed by or for the
organization performing the activity to verify conformance with the documented
instructions, procedures, and drawings for accomplishing the activity.

TUEC procedure QI-QP-ll.14-1, " Inspection of Site Fabrication and Installation of
Structural and Miscellaneous Steel," delineates inspection criteria for support
bolts. Work package MRB-0550-013-RB authorized the cutting of 1-1/2 inches off the
9-inch length of 144 bolts. The bolts were purchased to hold the steam generator
lateral supports to the wall plates but were ordered 1-1/2 , inches too long.

Contrary to the above, required quality control inspections for the installation of
the steam generator upper lateral restraint anchor bolts were not performed.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Allered Violation:

We admit the alleged violation.

(2) Reason for Violation:

We believe the applicable SSER page reference to be N-149 rather than N-57 as
cited by the NRC.

The reason for the violation was the failure of Engineering to generate
construction operation travelers to adequately address or require Quality
control inspections.

(3) Corrective Steos Taken and Results Achieved:

We conducted an extensive search for the inspection records associated with the
cited restraint. When the inspection records could not be located, a program
was implemented to determine and document the length of the installed bolts,
and to initiate hardware replacement if thread engagement was less than the
minimum specified by MRB-0550-013-RB. Because unauthorized bolt cutting has
been identified, analysis and bolt replacement is currently in progress.

(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:
;

I

This. matter is being addressed in ISAP V.d and DSAP VIII. These action plans

have implemented a verification of Unit 2 Steam Generator lateral restraints
bolt engagement, a sample inspection of bolt engagement on other structural
bolted connections, and an evaluation of the adequacy and implementation of
past and current QA program requirements relative to this issue. The

! effectiveness and adequacy of the construction operation traveler program will
| be evaluated in conjunction with the root cause and generic implication

investigations associated with Corrective Action Report (CAR) 052.

(5) Date When in Full Como11ance:

| Compliance will be addressed in ISAP V.d,,DSAP VIII, and CAR-052
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AT TICED VIO1ATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.C.4

10CFRPart50,kppendixB,CriterionXrequires,inpart, that a program for
inspection of activities affecting quality be established and executed by or for the
organization performing the activity to verify conformance with the documented
instructions, procedures, and drawings for accomplishing the activity.!

TUCCO Procedure QI-QP-11.10-1, Revision 29, Paragraph 3.5.2 includes the requirement
i to inspect a support for configuration. TUGC0 Procedure QI-QP-11.21-1, Revision 8,

" Requirements of Visual Weld Inspection," sets forth the criteria and requirements
to be used when performing visual inspections of welds and other. applicable
instructions for conduit support and cable tray hanger inspections.'

Contrary to the above, the TRT performed an independent inspection of previously ,
;

accepted welds and identified the following deficiencies that indicated that quality>

control inspections in this area were inadequate as evidenced by the following:'

1

| (a) The TRT found that cable tray hanger CTH 5824 (Containment Building) had been
' fabricated with forty more stiffeners and eighty more welds than required or

shown on drawing FSE-00159, sheet 5824, 2 of 2, Detail L2. Inspection Report

ME-1-0006155 verified final QC inspection and acceptance on January 3, 1984.,

(b) Cable tray hanger CTH-6742 (Auxiliary Building), Clip MK-12, should be 6 inch x
6 inch x 3/4 inch angle stock in accordance with FSE-00159, sheet 6742. The

>

actual "as-built" flange thickness of Clip MK-12 was 3/8 inch.
,

(c) During inspection of hanger CTH-6742, the TRT found that two structural welds
were made in the wrong location. The 3/1.6 inch shop welds which join MK-10 and
MK-ll were made horizontally instead of vertically, as shown on drawing
FSE-00159, sheet 6742.

j TUEC RESPONSE

I

| (1) Admission or Denial of Alleged Violation:

f We deny the alleged violation relating to the clip on CTH-6742. Our
reverification of the "as-built" cor.dition revealed that the installed clip
angle stock is 6 inch x 6 inch x 3 '4 inch rather than 6 inch x 6 inch x 3/87

inch as cited in the violation.

We admit the alleged violation relating to CTH 5824 and the structural weld
findings on CTH-6742.

(2) Reason for Violation:'

The reason for the violation appears to be the cumbersome translation of design
requirements into an individual support design. The original design was one

| which employed a design specification, general notes applicable to all
supports, typical type supports along with support - specific notes and
numerous design changes initiated by both the original designer and field'

! initiated design changes. The system was further complicated by the fact that
many field originated design changes were written against general notes (not a
specific support) and no consistent method assured that either,the craft or QC
inspection was aware of its applicability to a specific support.

.
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(3) Corrective Steos Taken and Results Achieved:

In response to the NRC Region IV Notice of Violation issued with Inspection
Report 84-16 on cable tray support deficiencies, CPSES implemented a Unit 1
cable tray hanger verification program. This program provides for the
as-building of accessible and safety significant attributes on cable tray
supports to permit reconciliation of the as installed condition with the as
installed loads. As-building Unit 1 and Common cable tray supports is
curreatly in progress as described in DSAP VIII.

.

(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:
.

As part of the Unit 2 - TRT Lessons Learned Program, a program was developed
which required preparation of a specific as-built drawing for each Unit 2 cable
tray support and QC verification of this as-built drawing.

(5) Date When in Full Comoliance:

The programs for development of as-built drawings are in full compliance.
Compliance of the design and installation of supports will be addressed in DSAP
VIII.

!
:

e

I
|

.

,
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ALLEGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.C.5

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion X requires, in part, that a program for
inspection of activities affecting quality be established and executed by or for the
organization performing the activity to verify conformance with the documented
instructions, procedures, and drawings for accomplishing the activity.

Brown & Root Procedure QI-Q1P-ll.1-28, Revision 19, " Fabrication, Installation, and
Inspection of Safety Class Component Supports" provides instructions for material
dimensional control and fabrication tolerances. The procedure limits base plate
hole centerline locations to +1/4 inch or as shown on the design drawing.

Contrary to the above, quality control inspections were inadequate in that the TRT
discovered at the time of its inspection that the horizontal member of support
CC-1-126-010-F33R was three inches lower at its centerline relative to the upper
bolthole centerline than shown on the vendor-certified drawing. Other supports with
similar hole-location violations included CC-X-039-007-F43R, CC-1-126-011-F33R, and
CC-1-126-012-F33R.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1)' Admission or Denial of Allered Violation:

We admit the alleged violation as specified below.

(2) Reason for Violation:

Although the examples cited represent dimensional deviations between the
as-installed condition and the as-built drawing, they are base plate attachment
deviations rather than hole-location deviations.

The reason for the deviation between support CC-1-126-010-F33R and the as-built
; drawing following re-routing of the supported pipe subsequent to initial

installation was failure to identify the deviation during final QC acceptance.
The reason for the cited deviations between the as-installed condition and the
as-built drawings on the other supports was also failure to identify the
deviations during final QC acceptance.

( (3) Corrective Stens Taken and Results Achieved:
|
|

Prior to October 1983, finite dimensional compliance of a component support was
not a unique element of the construction QA Program. Although QC verified

- general configuration, material, and fabrication and installation processes,
f the verification that dimensional compliance was adequate to satisfy design'

- loads was an element of the Engineering 79-14 As-Built Program.
,

*
|

Ifpon completion of the Engineering 79-14 survey, Unit 1 and Common support
drawings were re-issued to reflect that the support had been "as-built".
61though the drawing revision may not have included minor dimensional

i; deviations which were determined to be acceptable to the design loads, the
j drawing revision did indicate that as-installed locations were acceptable to
- the stress analysis.

Following the NRC Region IV inspection of' the Fuel Handling Building in June
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1983, Quality Procedure CP-QAP-12.1 Revision 7 was issued July 29, 1983, which
required QC'to verify support dimensions at the time of QC acceptance of the
final engineering-issued support drawing. It was decided at that time to not
conduct a backfit inspection of previously inspected and engineering as-built
supports as there was a low probability of any dimensional deviations requiring
rework.

In October 1983 QC Instruction QI-QAP-ll.1-28 Revision 23 was issued which
brought finite dimensional compliance back into the construction QC scope for
new installations. Following the SRT inspection in April 1984, QI-QAP-11.1-28
was again revised to provide a checklist with specifie QC signoffs for
dimensional compliance.

Engineering survey and analysis of the cited supports indicated that the '

deviation on two of the supports was in the conservative direction and the
loads decreased. For the other two supports, the evaluations indicated load
increases with a maximum of 13t; however, the margin of safety was still at
least 8 to 1. As-built drawings for the cited supports have been revised to
indicate the as-installed dimensions.

ISAPs VII.b.3 and VII.c are addressing component supports and will provide
additional response to this issue.

Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:

To further enhance the component support inspection process, QC Instruction
QI-QAP-il.1-28 Revision 30 was issued April 15, 1985. This revision requires
finite recording by QC of required versus actual dimensions for each dimension
on a support drawing which is not specificially addressed by the Engineering
79-14 As-Built Program. This program is applicable to all Unit 2 safety
related component supports.

(5) Date When in Full Como11ance:

The program is now in full compliance. Unit 2 has been in full compliance
since April 15, 1985. Compliance will be addressed in ISt.Ps VII.b.3 and VII.

. .

|

=s

|

| .
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ALLEGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.C.6

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion X requires, in part, that a program for
inspection of activities affecting quality be established and executed by or for the
organization performing the activity to verify conformance with the documented
instructions, procedures, and drawings for accomplishing the activity,

Brown & Root Procedure QI-QAP-11.1-28, Revision 25, " Fabrication, Installationa.
and Inspection of Safety Class Component Supports, " paragraph 3.7.3.1 states
that "a sufficient number of spacers shall be used to prevent the spherical
bearings from becoming dislodged..." and "in no case shall the resulting gap<

be more than the thickness of one vendor-supplied spacer."

Contrary to the above, quality control inspections were inadequate in that the
'

TRT inspection identified an excessive free gap between spherical bearing and
washers on the sway strut assembly of support CC-1-126-015-F43R. Other
supports with similar bearing gap anomalies identified during the TRT
inspections included supports RC-1-052-016-C41K, RC-1-052-020-C41K, and
MS-1-416-001-333R.

b. QI-QAP-11.1-28, Revision 22, paragraph 6.1 states in part that ". . . bearing
internal and external surfaces shall be free of rust and foreign material, and
bearings shall move freely within the housing."

Contrary to the above, quality control inspections were inadequate in that the
TRT inspection identified paint contamination in the bearings of both snubber
assemblies on Class 1 component support SI-1-090-006-C41K of the Unit 1 Safety
Injection System that severely obstructed the bearing cavities and limited
their movement. A'similar condition existed on support MS-1-416-002-S33R.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Alleged Violation:

We admit the alleged violation.

(2) Reason for Violation:

Certified construction completion of Unit 1 mechanical subsystems began in
March 1983. Although it was recognized that a great deal of testing and work

i

(e.g. , supplementary system thermal and dynamic testing, painting, penetration'

seals, electrical system completion, etc.) remained to be completed, the work
.

control programs implemented at the time were considered adequate to maintain|

! the as-installed condition of the mechanical subsystems. Accordingly, it was
determined that additional construction QC walkdowns would not be required

,
after the subsystem was certified and that verification of continued

| acceptability of the hardware would be assured through the room / area
inspections which were a prerequisite to turnover to the Operationsi

organization.

Based on the extensive walkdowns conducted as a prerequisite to certifying
construction completion, and the supporting documentation, we consider the'

configuration to have been acceptable at the time of completion. However,
based on the number of deficiencies of this nature identified after

,
i
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certification of construction completion, the cause appears to be an
ineffective. configuration control program for the activities and amount of
work remaining to be completed at that time.

(3) Corrective Stens Taken and Results Achieved:

With respect to Item I.C.6.a. immediate corrective steps were not initiated
based on the existing Engineering position that gaps which exceeded the
procedural criteria were acceptable since the spacer installation was
primarily a good workmanship practice and would not affect component
functions. This contingency was also incorporated into the SRF and SRS
typical inspection drawings issued by Engineering. With respect to Item
I.C.6.b, immediate corrective steps were similarly not initiated based on the
Engineering position that spherical bearings which had been inadvertently
painted after initial installation (at installation the bearing had to be free
of paint to verify proper staking and engagement) were not nonconforming if
they properly gimbled when the strut / snubber barrel was moved manually by the
QC inspector. This contingency was subsequently incorporated into
QI-QAP-11.1-28 paragraph 3.3.2.

ISAPs VII.b.3 and VII.c will assess the generic implications of the
deficiencies. The specific cited deficiencies are also addressed in ISAP
VII.b.3. Due to the large number of similar deficiencies identified during
implementation of the ISAPs, CPRT transmitted a recommendation to TUGC0 on May
15, 1986, to conduct a 100% reinspection of various hardware configuration
attributes. We have initiated Corrective Action Requests (CARS) in accordance

with CP-QP-17.0 to address the recommendations. Currently, a hardware
verification program is being developed in response to the CARS which will be
implemented and any identified deficienc'ies corrected prior to Unit 1 fuel
load.

(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:

As an element of the TRT Lessons Learned program, we began evaluating methods
and developing a program to enhance post construction configuration control in
early 1985. In July 1985 TUGC0 memorandum CPPA-45343 implemented an extensive
construction maintenance control program which required training of all
jobsite personnel, monitoring areas for damage, reporting damage and
preventative measures. New employees are also given this indoctrination as
part of the employee orientation at time of employment. Additionally, to
assure acceptable mechanical hardware configuration prior to turnover to the
Operations organization, project procedures have been revised to maintain work

*process control under the Construction QA Program until turnover.

(5) Date When in Full Comoliance:

The program is now in full compliance. Compliance will be addressed in ISAPs
VII.b.3 and VII.c.

|

.
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AT T FGED VIOIATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.C.7

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion X requires, in part, that a program for i

inspection of activities affecting quality be established and executed by or for the
organization performing the activity to verify conformance with the documented
instructions, procedures, and drawings for accomplishing the activity.

TUGC0 Instruction CP-EI-4.5-1, Revision 10. " General Program for As-built Piping
Verification" requires verification in the field to ensure that actual hanger mark
numbers agree with the mark numbers shown on the drawing and that the hanger type'

i agrees with that shown on the support drawing. .

Brown & Root Procedure QI-QAP-11.1-28, Revisions 19 and 24, require that at
,

installation inspection, the quality control inspector verify the hanger number,
material type, grade and heat number, and that vendor-supplied NPT-stamped component
supports bear markings traceable to the design drawing.

Contrary to the above, the TRT inspection identified in six instances (from an;

inspection of 42 supports) where these procedural requirements were not followed
during the final quality control inspections. These instances are as follows:

(a) Model numbers of installed snubbers for pipe support SI-1-090-006-C41K did not
match the model number on the design drawing. A similar problem existed with
pipe support RC-052-020-C41R.

(b) A replacement part (sway strut eyerod) for pipe support CT-1-013-014-S32R had
no apparent material identification either on the hardware or in the
documentation package for the support. The Material Identification Log did not
list any identification traceable to the origin of the replacement part. A
similar problem existed with pipe supports CC-1-126-012-F33R,
CC-X-039-005-F43R, and AF-1-035-Oll-S33R.

I TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Allereo Violation:

! We deny the alleged violation for the reasons that follow.

Regarding Example (a), the model number shown on the design drawing specified
type, size and method of attachment; this number is not used to establish

| component identification or traceability between the pipe support and the
! drawing. The model number shown on the design drawing need not be and is

usually not marked on the component as was the case here. The component is'

marked with an ASME NPT serial number or equivalent identification which is
traceable to the pipe support and the design drawing. The CPSES Material
Requisitions and QC checklists in the pipe support packages document that the
proper components are installed and acceptable.

| Regarding Example (b), Instruction CP-EI-4.5-1 does not govern the
identification and traceability of pipe support material and parts. The'

governing instruction for the identifict.iton and traceability of pipe support
parts and material is Instruction QI-QAP-11.1-28. In each case mentioned in
the example the information required to establish item identification and
traceability was contained in the pipe support
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documentation, as required by the applicable instruction revision, as described
below: .

o CT-1-013-014-S32R
NPSI Material Record dated October 18, 1979
Material Identification Log dated February 17, 1981
Material Idnetification Log dated November 7, 1981

o CC-1-126-012-F33R
QC verified Material Operations list dated thru December 4, 1979

o CC-X-039-005-F43R -

QC verified Material Operations list dated thru October 22, 1979

o AF-1-035-011-S33R
QC verified Material Operations list dated thru June 13, 1980

Although we do not agree with the cited conditions, several questions have been
raised due to the somewhat complex evolution of documentation requirements.
Accordingly, the CPRT is addressing material control and identification in
ISAPs VII.a.1, VII.b.3 and VII.c. In addition to assuring adequate material
control and traceability for Unit 1 and Common, the CPRT will addross the
adequacy of the current program for Unit 2, and include implementation
effectiveness in its sampling plan.

.

s

,
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AT TIGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.C.8

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion X requires, in part, that a program for
inspection of activities affecting quality be established and executed by or for the
organization performing the activity to verify conformance with the documented
instructions, procedures, and drawings for accomplishing the activity.

Brown & Root procedure QI-QAP-11.1-28, Revision 25 defines criteria for the
examination of welds, including inspection parameters for acceptable weld sizes.
ASME B&PVC Code Section III, Subsection NF. Subarticles NF-4424 and NF-5360 set.

forth acceptance standards for the examination of welds.
.

Contrary to the above, the following deficiencies found during the TRT inspection
<

that were not identified during the applicant's quality control inspection process ,

| for the following piping supports:

(a) Support AF-1-001-001-S33R had porosity, insufficient weld leg, incomplete
welds, and insufficient fill.

(b) Support CT-1-013-014-S32R exhibited excessive overgrindin6 of welds which
resulted in notching of the sway strut rear brackets.

| (c) Support AF-1-002-702-S33R had two more welds than required. The extraneous
welding was not documented on the "as-built" drawing. One of the required"

welds, was undercut (1/16-inch - 3/32 inch deep, for a length of 2 inches)
beyond limits of acceptance.

(d) Support Drawing CCl-126-013-F33R required a 1/2 inch fillet weld to connect
item 5 to item 6. This weld was omitted in the field.

(e) Support CC-1-126-013-F33R had some welds performed with no quality control
inspector initials or signature on the corresponding blocks of the weld data
card for the support inspection package.

(f) Support CC-X-039-007-F43R, had a 5/16 inch all-around fillet weld with an
approximately 1/16-inch undersized weld leg across the top.

(g) Support RH-1-006-012-C42R had an all-around 1/4-inch fillet weld connecting'

item 5 to item 7 which was undersized by 1/32 inch to 1/16 inch across the top.

(h) Support AF-1-037-002-S33R exhibited a 1/16-inch to 3/32-inch reduction in plate
thickness and weld size due to excessive grinding of the weld at the base.

plate. Base material thickness of the support plate was reduced beyond the
limits of acceptance in three locations.

:

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Alleged Violation:

We deny Examples (e) through (h) of the alleged violation for the reasons
below.

Example (e)-Weld Data Cards 18220 and 50325 were voided by CMC 10330 Rev. 1
and not utilized. Weld Data Cards 04845 and 79412 were used for
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installation and were properly completed by Construction, QC, and the'

Authorized Nuclear Inspector and are in the component support package.

Example (f)-The weld was reinspected and found to meet or exceed the size
required design.

.

Example (g)-The weld was reinspected and found to meet the size required by
i design within procedure and ASME Code allowables.

Example (hi-The welds and grinding depressions noted were reinspected. The
welds were found to meet the size required by design and the grinding
depressions were superficial. Visually without close evaluation and
measurement the welds appear undersized as the fillet has consumed the

,

i edge of the base material resulting in a full fillet. The superficial ,

cleaning at the toe of the weld appears to have created the reported'

i depressions, however, the condition was caused by slight pull-in of
,

the material and the section thickness was reduced only 4 mils by the

! cleaning which does not violate base material thickness tolerances.

We admit Examples (a) through (d) of the alleged violation.
j

i

| (2) Reason for Violation:
:

We consider the reason for the violation to be isolated instances of human
error based on the limited number of deficiencies identified during

reinspections by external organizations. With respect to Examples (a) through
(d):

Example (a)-ASME Section III Subsection NF does not establish limits for
porosity. QI-QAP-ll.1.28, Revision 25 did not identify porosity as an
unacceptable weld condition, and the indications were reported as less
than 1/16 inch prior to rework which are not considered relevant by
NF. The weld was verified to be welded "all around" the component

pior to rework, therefore, the weld was not incomplete. Accordingly,i

these two items are not valid examples of the violation. The
;| insufficient weld leg and insufficient fill reported by the TRT were
! verified as valid; however, since the extent was not measured prior to
I repair it cannot be determined if the conditions were within procedure
! and ASME Code allowables. Based on Engineering analysis of an assumed
: worst case condition (i.e., if the components were only welded on the
| top and bottom with half the specified weld throat) the support would
! still have a 2 to 1 factor of safety, i

,

Example (b)-Although this item was corrected prior to a quantified evaluation,
! work documents reflect that only cosmetic grinding was conducted to
{ provide a smooth transition into the base metal to remove a possible

stress riser and no filler metal was added. Without the addition of
filler metal, the gouge did not affect the load carrying capacity of
the component parts and the welds were not excessively overground.i

!

| Example (c)-As specified in Engineering Memorandum CPPA-26,515 dated January
! 14, 1983 and Design Change (DCA) 17,797 dated June 20, 1983 to
| Specification 2323-MS-100, Engineering was not required to incorporate
I welds which were not specified by the design into the~ design drawing.
b

.

'
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Accordingly, this item is not a valid example of the violation. 11e
und,arcut identified could not be accurately measured, as it was on the
inside of a box beam which had 1/16 inch clearance between the beam
and the pipe. Although the weld was reworked, a subsequent
Engineering analysis of the reported as-welded condition still
provided a 24 to 1 factor of safety.

Example (d)-The weld size required was always 1/4 inch by design and not 1/2
inch as noted in violation. The welds were properly made and accepted
to CMC-87927R5; however, the CMC was not properly incorporated into
the final drawing. Engineering has corrected the support drawing.

.

(3) Corrective Steos Taken and Results Achieved:

Examples (a) through (c) were corrected at the time of identification. Example
(d) has been resolved by correcting the drafting error on the drawing.

ISAPs VII.b.3 and VII.c address the TRT concern of component support welding
adequacy . ISAP VII.b.3 is a comprehensive reinspection of all supports. ISAP
VII.c includes a comprehensive reinspection sample of both Unit 1 and 2
component supports which have been accepted by QC. In addition to the physical
reinspection, the CPRT will assess the adequacy of both past and present
inspection procedures and criteria.

(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:
i

QI-QAP-11.1-28 Revision 30 was issued to address Unit 2 component supports on
April 15, 1985. This revision was intended to enhance the program by
addressing the lessons learned from Unit 1, including the mapping and recording
of every required structural weld size versus measured structural weld size on
a component support.

(5) Date When in Full Como11ance:

The program is in full compliance. Compliance will be addressed in ISAPs
VII.b.3 and VII.c.

1

.

i

8n

'
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ALLEGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.D.1
.

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI requires, in part, that measures be
established to assure that conditions adverse to quality, such as failures,
malfunctions, deficiencies, deviations, defective material and equipment, and
nonconformances are promptly identified and corrected. In the case of significant

conditions adverse to quality, the measures must assure that the cause of the
condition is determiend and corrective action taken to preclude repetition.

Brown & Root Procedure QI-CP-QCI-2.4-9 delineates the inspection and documentation
requirements to ensure the removal of elastic joint filler (rotofoam) material
between seismic Category I structures. In addition, procedure QI-QP-11.0-3 details
the inspection activities for Seismic Air Gaps.

.

Contrary to the above, measures were inadequate to assure that conditions adverse to
quality were promptly identified and corrected in that quality control inspections
between September 14, 1978 and October 17, 1978 documented that five of six seismic
Category I structure gaps contained foreign material. These unsatisfactory
conditions were not officially resolved until April 18, 1983 in response to
Nonconformance Report C-83-01067. However, during the TRT inspection, foreign
material was again identified between the Unit 1 safeguards building and the

i auxiliary building. The continued existence of foreign material in the air gaps
indicates that measures were ineffective in assuring that nonconformances were
promptly identified and corrected.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Alleged Violation:

We admit the alleged violation.

Reason for Violation:
,

The reason for the violation was the lack of a control tracking system to track

all open inspectiot. reports. Each QC inspection group was responsible for
tracking its own inspection reports which did not provide a means of appraising
management of the timeliness of corrective actions, nor did that process allow|

management to assess the impact or scope of open or unresolved inspection
; items. The specific NCR in question was issued by management directive to
j compile all unsatisfactory inspection reports which could not be reworked.
;

| (3) Corractive Steos Taken and Results Achieved:

We have developed a program for performance of an inspection and analysis of
the as-built condition to confirm that adequate separation exists between
Category I structures. This program is outlined in ISAP II.c. This action

plan requires reinspection of separation between Category I structures,
i

! engineering analysis of the as-built condition, evaluation of the existing

program for maintaining the required separation, and evaluation of the cause of
the existing condition and its applicability to other areas of the plant.

|

The Paper Flow Groups were formed in early 1984 which established a single
tracking system for all inspection reports and facilitates management awareness,

| of open or unresolved items.
'

| .
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Regarding ineffective corrective actions, Corrective Action Request (CAR) 062
has been issued to address inappropriate dispositions of NCRs by Engineering
and Quality Engineering and the approved corrective action (retraining
personnel, revising identified NCRs, and random sampling of NCRs dispositioned
use-as-is and repair) is being implemented. '

(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:

The disposition of CAR 062 will assure corrective steps are taken to avoid
recurrence.

(5) Date When in Full Como11ance: -

Compliance will be addressed in ISAP II.c and CAR 062.

.

.

O
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AT TTCED VIOIATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.D.2

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI requires, in part, that measures be
established to assure that conditions adverse to quality, such as failures,
malfunctior.s, deficiencies, deviations, defective material and equipment, and

,

nonconformances are promptly identified and corrected. In the case of significant1

conditions adverse to quality, the measures must assure that the cause of the
condition is determined and corrective action taken to preclude repetition.

i

Brown & Root Procedure CP-QAP-16.1, " Control of Nonconforming Items," requires that
the approval of the disposition of Nonconformance Reports (NCR's) be reviewed for
adequacy and conformance to applicable specifications, procedures, and code
requirements.

#

Contrary to the above, the dispositions of NCRs M-4015S, Revisions 0-5 and NCR
M-4942S were inadequate. Their dispositions did not address fit-up or ASME code'

requirements nor the stress effects resulting from the out-of-roundness which
occurred during installation. These NCRs are related to the installation of a

I 10-inch Spool Piece CT-1-SB-014, piece number 38, installed in the Unit 1
Containment Spray System CT-1-012-30lR-2 in September 1982. At the time of!

installation, the item was on hold per NCR M-4015S because the pipe was 1/2 inch
out-of-round and in excess of the 1/8 inch allowed by the ASME Code for 10-inch

j pipe. After the installation, NCR M-4942S and NCR M-40155 Revision 5 dispositioned
; the pipe "use-as-is" based on acceptable fit-up inspection results.
1

TUEC RESPONSE
i

(1) Admission or Denial of Allened Violation:
I We admit the alleged violation.

! (2) Reason for Violation:

There are two violations which have differen't reasons as follows:

! The identification and segregation requirements of procedure CP-QAP-16.1,a.
" Control of Nonconforming Items", were not effectively implemented in that ,

not only was nonconforming material permitted to be installed in the plant,
but upon identification of the installation only the hardware issue was

i addressed and appropriate corrective action was not initiated against the
| program failure to identify the cause and preclude recurrence.

.

'Er.gineering and Quality Engineering inappropriately dispositioned NCRb.
M-40155, Revisions 4 and 5, and NCR M-4942S after the nonconforming
material had been installed in violation of Specification 2323-MS-43B and

i

ASME Section II Material Specification SA-530.

(3) Corrective Steos Taken and Results Achieved:

NCR M-24020 has been initiated specifically against the 10" Schedule 40a.
pipe, heat number Fil744, to determine the current location. Engineering
analysis will be conducted wherever the material has been installed in
piping systems, using 0.500 inch as the outside diameter variance, to

obtain a final disposition, and Engineering disposition wiIl be required
*

.
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where the material has been used in linear supports, since DCA 14,741 has
,-

been voided. These efforts will be completed by August 29, 1986.'

b. Corrective Action Request (CAR)062 has been previously issued to address~

inappropriate dispositions to NCRs by Engineering and Quality Engineering,
i and the approved corrective action (retraining personnel, revising

identified NCRs, and random sampling of NCRs dispositioned use-as-is and
repair) is being implemented.

CPRT is addressing the adequacy and implementation of CPSES nonconformancec.
j

and corrective action programs, both past and present, as ISAP VII.a.2.

(4) Corrective Stens to Avoid Recurrence!

| a. Several revisions have been made to CP-QAP-16.1 (Revision 11 was in effect
|

at the time of the violation) subsequent to the period during which the
! violation occurred which added assurance that similar violations would be
I precluded. Some of these revisions provided for improved management

] oversight a follows:

o Revision 12, 12/9/82, required the QA Manager, or designee, to reviewI

all NCRs for significant events in lieu of Quality Engineering.
Additionally, this revision placed the Authorized Nuclear Inspector'

(ANI) on distribution for all voided NCRs, required the ANI's review of
all proposed use-as-is dispositions, and required QE to' review all NCRs
for potential corrective action.'

o Revision 17, 8/3/83, required the QA Manager, or designee, to approve
i voiding an NCR in lieu of any Quality Engineer,,

o DCN 1 to Revision 22, 12/6/84, specifically prohibited QA approval of
use-as-is disposition which violated ASME Code criteria.

o Revision 25, 8/1/85, now requires Engineering to review all NCRs for
,

significant events potential reportability in lieu of the QA Manager.

b. Nuclear Engineering procedures (TNE-AD-5-X) require substantive engineering.

! justification for use-as-is dispositions (i.e., referencing construction
procedures would no longer be considered sufficient justification).

CPSES is reviewing the identification and segregation provisions of,

| c.
I .CP-QAP-16.1 to determine if strengthening the provisions is necessary.

This effort will be completed by August 29, 1986.'

(5) Date When in Full Como11ance:
5

"

| The program is now in full compliance. Compliance will be addressed in ISAP
| VII.2.2 and CAR-062.

|

! .,

* *
.
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AT T FCED VIDIATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM I.D.3

10CFRPart50,kppandixB,CriterionXVIrequires, in part, that measures be
established to assure that conditions adverse to quality, such as failures,;

malfunctions, deficiencies, deviations, defective material and equipment, and
nonconformances are promptly identified and corrected. In the case of significant
conditions adverse to quality, the measures must assure that the cause of the
condition is determined and corrective action taken to preclude repetition.

Brown & Root Procedure CP-QAP-12.1, " Inspection Criteria and Documentation
Requirements prior to N-5 System Certification," paragraph 3.8 and attachment 5
required reinspection of skewed welds for size determination during the inspection
of the hangers. Brown & Root Procedure QI-QAP-11.1-28, paragraph 3.5.5.5 and
attachment 23 provide requirements and techniques for the proper inspection methods
of welds that exhibit a skewed profile.

Contrary to the above, on December 28, 1983, TUEC failed to provide adequate
corrective action in their reinspection program for ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 component
support skewed profile.

4

Certain types of skewed welds, those existing at the intersection of curved members
used as structural members, were not included in the skewed weld reinspection'
program for component supports.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Alleged Violation-

We deny the alleged violation for the reasons below.

The citation does not accurately describe the inspection program for ASME
component support skewed welds. A brief chronology of the inspection process
evolution, as it relates to skewed welds, is as follows:

; August 1982

NRC Region IV questioned the methodology and acceptance criteria for inspection
of Type-1 skewed welds. Brown & Root QC questioned the methodology and*

acceptance criteria for the inspection of Type-2 skewed welds (stanchion welds)
because of their similarity to Type-1 skewed welds.i

Sectember 1982
,

| Inspection methodology and acceptance criteria for inspection of both Type-1
and Type-2 skewed welds were added to the pipe support procedure*

(QI-QAP-11.1-28, Revision 12 and Revision 13),
i

December 15. 1982 .

,

The inspection methodology and acceptance criteria for Type-2 skewed welds were
j moved from the pipe support procedure (QI-QAP-11.1-28) to the piping procedure

(QI-QAP-11.1-26) as this type of weld was predominately made directly to the'

pressure boundary piping.

February 21. 1983
;

! Brown & Root instruction QCWI-l was issued to inform inspectors to use the
| inspection methodology and acceptance criteria in the piping procedure

.
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(QI-QAP-11.1-26) when inspecting Type-2 skewed welds on pipe supports which are
not attachment welds to the piping.

February / March 1983

Revisions 4 and 5 of procedure CP-QAP-12.1 were issued to initiate reinspection
of all accessible structural welds on ASME supports. These reinspections were

documented in accordance with the checklist in CP-QAP-12.1 which contained two
entries (skewed welds and all other welds) to cover all the structural welds on
the support. The term " skewed welds" has been used at CPSES to describe the
TRT defined Type-1 skewed welds; CPSES describes the TRT Type-2 skewed welds as
" stanchion welds". The sole reason that both entries appeared on the
CP-QAP-12.1 checklist, was to provide separately distinguishable objective
evidence to NRC Region IV that the project commitment to reinspect " skewed
welds (i.e., Type-1)" was continuing to be implemented. ,,

Aurust 4. 1983 i

An alternate method of measuring Type-2 skewed welds was added to
QI-QAP-11.1-26, Revision 13, to permit evaluating weld size when
pre-established bench marks had not been made at the time of pre-weld fit-up.
Although less reproduceable than the fit-up lay-out technique, this method was
added in this timeframe to permit the backfit measurements of Type-2 skewed
welds which were made prior to establishing a fit-up hold point for QC on this
type of fillet weld.

January and Acril 1985

Type-2 skewed weld measurement techniques and criteria were reinstated in
QI-QAP-11.1-28, Revisions 29 and 30, to address TRT concerns.

All types of skewed welds, including those existing at the intersection of
curved members used as structural members, have been continuously included in
the skewed weld reinspection program for component supports since the inception
of the skewed weld reinspection program in September 1982. This matter is

being addressed in ISAP V.a.

.

|

|

|

!

l

| =.

;
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ALLEGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM II.A.1
.

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion VI requires, in part, that measures be
established to control the issuance of documents, such as instructions, procedures,
and drawings, including changes thereto, which prescribe all activities affecting
quality. These measures assure that documents, including changes, are reviewed for
adequacy and approved for release by authorized personnel and are distributed to and
used at the location where the prescribed activity is performed.

Procedure DCP-3 "CPSES Document Control Program," Revision 18 states, in part, that
"If, for any reason, a superseded document is retained, the face of the document
must be stamped or marked ' VOID." When no longer required, superseded documents
should be destroyed." DCP-3 also states, in part, that " Controlled documents
affected by design change documentation shall be stamped as follows: 'THIS DOCUMENT ,

AFFECTED BY DESIGN CHANGE.'

Contrary to the above, the following conditions wre found in satellite 307 on July
31, 1984:

(a) Document package I-002-S-09 listed eighteen design changes outstanding;
however, twenty changes were in the package, including one superseded and one
voided package that were not appropriately marked.

(b) Two voided design changes were listed and included as current in design
packages (CMC 62535, Revision 0 against MI-2607 and DCA 13170, Revision 0
against MS-084) but the changes were not appropriately marked.

(c) Superseded drawing RH-1-SB 306, Revision 13 was found in the files on July 31,
1984, but was no appropriately marked.

(d) Drawings 2323-MI-2301-10, -2304-01, and -2304-05 were in the drawing satellite
! files on July 31, 1984, and Drawing D0-2-099-709-S53R was in the hands of

hanger craft personnel. However, these drawings were not stamped "This
document affected by design changes," even though each document was affected by
changes.

TUEC RESPONSE
(1) Admission or Denial of Alleged Violation:

We admit the alleged violation.

(2) Reason for Violation:

Our document control program provides extensive measures to assure that
construction processes are conducted to work packages which contain all
necessary information including the cutrent design documents and criteria.
This process includes the primary Docucent Control Center (DCC) and its
substations (Satellites) which are operated in accordance with Procedure DCP-3,
and the work Package Flow Group (PFG) which prepares and controls the issuance
of actual construction work packages in accordance with Procedure CP-CPM-7.1
(series).

DCP-3 does not require that each filed design document package be supplemented
with the design changes issued against the document. Instead,'the design
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document is stamped to note that a design change has been issued against the
i document, and a separate listing is maintained to provide a "real time"

computer status of the design changes issued against any given document. Prior

to issuing the design document to any organization, including PFG, DCC
personnel must check the listing and provide any applicable design changes.

As an independent verification, CP CPM-7.1 (series) requires PFG personnel to;

provide an index to any work package which they issue to construction. The PFG
i index includes the design document and any applicable design changes, which PFG

personnel also obtain from the Engineering maintained computer listing.
4

The cited examples represent failure to fully implement the requirements of
Procedure DCP-3 "CPSES Document Control Program", for documents within the
files. None of the examples involved personnel being. issued documents which ,

i were in error.

(3) Corrective Steos Taken and Results Achieved:

The cited conditions were corrected and a followup review was conducted of
Satellite 307 to assure compliance to DCP-3.

,

.
' (4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:

We consider our procedures to be effective and thorough. However, to verify
proper implementation of our program a special monitoring team was organized to
provide monitoring of program implementation. For example, Satellite 307 was
monitored seven times in the last five months of 1984 with essentially no
errors noted. Our document program was assessed during INPO's evaluation of
CPSES in the summer of 1985 and we received an "INPO Good Practice" in that
area. The document control program is also being addressed in ISAP VII.3.a.

,
(5) Date When in Full Como11ance:

i

The program is in full compliance.

i

,

4

I.

*
e

f

e

,

i

. .
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&LLEGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM II.A.2

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion VI requires, in part, that measures
be established to control the issuance of documents, such as instructions,

procedures, and drawings, including changes thereto, which prescribe all
activities affecting quality. These measures assure that documents,
including changes, are reviewed for adequacy and approved for release by
authorized personnel and are distributed to and used at the location where
the prescribed activity is performed.

The TUGC0 Quality Assurance program is included in Chapter 17 of the CPSES
FSAR. Section 17.1.6, for document control, states that "TUCCO has
established requirements to asure that documents, including changes, are
reviewed for adequacy and approved for release by authorized personnel."

,

Contrary to the above, measures were not effective in assuring that
drawings reflecting the as-built conditions, were properly realeasd for
use in that the TRT identified six cables, five safety-related, that were
not terminated in accordance with drawings effective at the time of the
inspection.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Allered Violation:

We admit the alleged violation.

(2) Reason for Violation:

The descrepancies are considered isolated instances of human error.
The results of ISAP I.a.4 corroborate this conclusion in that the ISAP
reinspections revealed only a small number of anonalies (less than
0.5%), none of which affected the adequacy of safety related
termination. The ISAP concluded that the small number of anamolies
identified is within the bounds to be expected.

(3) Corrective Steos Taken and Results Achieved:
,

The program to address the TRT concern is described in detail in ISAP
I.a.4. These actions included a sample of " Safe Shutdown" .

terminations, analysis of those inspection results and a further
inves,tigation of the specific TRT findings. No deviations were
detected during this reinspection effort. Two minor errors were
discovered; however, they did not effect the adequacy of the
termination: one was a drawing error and the second a cable-tagging
error. Neither of these two errors affgeted the functionality of the
circuit and were considered isolated cases. Of the six specific cases

identified by the TRT, three were drawing errors, one was interchanged
conductors in a circuit with no polarity requirements, one cable had
been " spared" by a DCA but the DCA had not yet been incorporated into
the interconnect drawing, and the remaining case was a non-safety
cable that had been spared on the drawing lef t physically terminated.
All of these cases were found to be functionally correct as landed.

.
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(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:

Those anomalies noted are believed to be the result of human error and
are considered to be isolated cases. No program deficiencies or
deficient terminations which affected the function of a safety related
circuit were found as a result of implementation of ISAP I.a.4.
Consequently, no program modification or other corrective actions are
required.

(5) Date When in Full Como11ance:
~

The program is in full compliance.

,

!

!

.
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ALLEGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX A. ITEM II.B

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V requires in part that activities affecting
quality be prescribed by documented instructions, procedures, ?r drawings, of a type
appropriate to the circumstance and that these activities by accomplished in
accordance with these instructions, procedures, or drawings.

Brown & Root Procedure CP-CPM-9.9, "NNS Seismic Category II Supports," Section 3.1,
states, in part, " Fabrication / Installation shall be accomplished in accordance with
the Hanger Package. The Hanger Package will consist of the BRH drawing and Weld
Filler Material Log (WFML) for each hanger listed on the BRH."

Brown & Root Procedure CCP-21, Fabrication of Miscellaneous Steel, Section 3.1.3,
requires that all work be accomplished in accordance with controlled drawings.

Contrary to the above, the TRT identified that iron fab shop work was performed to
sketches and memos without the availability of the hanger package, traveler, or
controlled drawing at the location where the activity was performed.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Alleged Violation:

We admit the alleged violation.

(2) Reason for Violation:

The reason the violation was the large number of different commodities provided
by the iron fab shop to different discipline procedures and requirements.
Although all iron fab shop personnel received training in the applicable
discipline procedures, it was not always clear to what discipline the commodity
was being supplied.

(3) Corrective Steos Taken and Rgsults Achieved:
I

To assure fab shop personnel were aware of the applicable procedure
requirements, the Construction Project Manager issued a directive on November
4, 1984, requiring that any request for fabricated items must reference the
applicable discipline procedure.

(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:
i

i

| To p*reclude further deficiencies and/or questions, this issue was addressed in
| the Unit 2-TRT Lessons Learned Program. On March 15, 1985, CP-CPM-7.3

(series), " General Fabrication Procedure," was issued, which combined all
fabrication procedures into a single program to which appropriate personnel
were trained. Bulk material supplied for field fabrication / assembly is allowed
to be provided by the fab shop without the hanger package, traveler or
controlled drawing being physically at the fab shop. In those cases material
traceability is maintained by procedurally prescribed processes and documents.
We consider this process to be evuivalent to item issuance from warehouse
facilities.

5) Date When in Full Como11ance:
--

The program is now in full compliance. Compliance will be addressed in '

! VII,b.l.
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August 4, 1986

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
. ,_

before the

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

)
In the Matter of )

) Docket No. 50-445
TEXAS UTILITIES ELECTRIC ) 50-446

COMPANY, et al. )
) Permit Nos. CPPR-126
) CPPR-127

(Comanche Peak Steam ),

Electric Station) ) EA No. 86-09
) Appendix B
)

APPLICANTS' RESPONSE TO
NOTICE OF VIOLATION-

Pursuant to 10 CFR 52.201 the Applicants hereby respond to the above-
captioned Notice of Violation as follows:

.

,

.

.
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TUEC RESPONSE TO EA86-09. APPENDIX B ,

,

|

ALLEGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX B. ITEM I.A j

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion X requires, in part, that a program for i

inspection of activities affecting quality be established and executed by or for the
organization performing the activity to verify conformance with the documented
instructions, procedures, and drawings for accomplishing the activity. In addition,

Criterion XVIII requires, in part, that a comprehensive system of planned and !

periodic audits be carried out to verify compliance with a,ll aspects of the quality
assurance program and to determine the effectiveness of the program.

The Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES) Final Safety Analysis Report r

(FSAR), Section 17.1.10, states, in part, ... inspection planning is utilized to"

assure conformance to procedures, drawings, specifications, codes, standards, and
other documented instructions." The CPSES FSAR, Section 17.1.18 states, in part,
with respect to audits, "TUCCO requires that planned and periodic audits be
performed to verify compliance with all aspects of the quality assurance program to
determine effectiveness of the program...."

Section 3.0 of Texas Utilities Generating Company (TUCCO) Nuclear Engineering
Procedure TNE-AB-CS-1, Revision 1, dated September 30, 1985, "As-Built Procedure,
Cable Tray Hanger Design Adequacy Verification," states, in part, ... The"

'as-designed' drawing will be marked up by the 'as-built' walkdown team in red...to
denote actual dimension / configuration of the CTH attributes that are to be

'as-built.' The QC inspector will verify all dimension / configuration on the
redlined drawing...."

Contrary to the above, as of the inspection from November 18- December 18, 1985,
attributes of a number of cable tray hangers located in the Reactor Buildin8 and
Fuel Building related to tray size, tray span, tray clamps, member size, weld
qualitative measurements, dimensional measurements, bolt size, and member
orientatien were not either correctly determined by walkdown engineers or correctly

j verified by quality control inspectors for 15 of 32 cable trays that had been walked
; down prior to the NRC inspection. In addition, the licensee failed to perform

| audits of these activites.

TUEC RESPONSE

There are two aspects of this alleged violation - (a) incorrect determination of
cable tray hanger (CTH) attributes by walkdown and inspection personnel, and (b)

| failure to perform audits of those activities. These aspects are separately
addressed below. (The area of discussion is the as-built program for CTHs located
in Unit 1 and Common areas, hereinafter referred to as the " Unit 1 CTH as-built

i program". This program is discussed in DSAP VIII.)

(a) Determination of Attributes

(1) Admission or Denial of Allered Violation-

We admit the alleged violation. .,
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(2) Reason for Violation:,

Although we do not agree with some of the examples of the findings in NRC
Inspection Report 50-445/85-19, the number of the examples with which we do
agree leads us to conclude that the Unit 1 CTH as-built program was not
properly implemented.

,

The intent of the Unit 1 CTH as-built program was to provide two independent
measurements of the as-built attributes. This was to be accomplished by a team
consisting of walkdown personnel and a QC inspector. The walkdown personnel!'

were to take the first measurement and reflect their findings on the CTH
drawing via a " red-lining" process. The QC inspector ~was to take the second
measurement to verify the accuracy of the first measurement and the red-lined

I drawing. This process was described in an engineering procedure (TNE-AB-CS-1)
and an associated inspection procedure (QI-QP-ll.9); however, TNE-AB-CS-1 also
described the inspection process detailed in QI-QP-il 9.

The as-built process described above was developed based on experience gained
from the Unit 2 CTH as-built program. The Unit 2 program provides for walkdown
engineers to take the first measurement and red-line the drawing. The drawing
is then revised before the QC inspector verifies that the drawing accurately
reflects the field condition. Any discrepancies found by the QC inspector are
documented as unsatisfactory conditions on inspection reports and are resolved
by rework and/or revisions to the drawing and reinspected by QC. When
developing the Unit 1 program, it was thought that the Unit 2 process could be
expedited by having the engineers and inspectors work as a team and resolve any
differences on the spot and thereby avoid the need for a second drawing
revision.

Although the governing Unit 1 procedures (TNE-AB-CS-1 and QI-QP-il.9) conveyed
that the intent of the as-built process was to provide two measurements, they
did not preclude the engineer and inspector from taking their measurements
simultaneously. In other words, one of them could hold the measuring device

with both persons observing the measurement. This "two sets of eyes" concept
was viewed by most QC personnel as satisfying the program intent for two
independent measurements to be taken and as being in conformance with the
procedure.

Although there were some exceptions, the as-built process was not implemented
as intended. Not even the "two sets of eyes" concept was followed in most

The process that evolved for most of the teams was that the QCcases.
inspector took the measurement and told the engineer and the engineer recorded
the measurement (i.e., red-lined the drawing). The process was very

susceptible to errors. For example, after the QC inspector took the
measurement and told the engineer who red-lined the drawing, the QC inspector
could not possibly remember accurately. all of the dimensions he had taken when
he later reviewed the red-lined drawing for accuracy. Additionally, noise and
clarity of speech could affect the accuracy of the communications between the
inspector and engineer.'

4

.i

;
.
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The reasons for the process not being implemented as intended were several.
The most si$nificant reason was that the Unit 1 CTH Walkdown Manager directed
his walkdown engineers not to take measurements because he believed that was
the QC inspectors' job. The Walkdown Manager also threatened his subordinates
with the loss of certain privileges if they failed to meet production quotas he
established. It likely would have been difficult for the engineers to meet
those quotas if they took independent measurements or independently observed ,

the measurements taken by the QC inspectors. QC inspectors were being j
encouraged by their supervisors not to unnecessarily delay the process. The
inspectors believed they were following their procedures and taking their
measurements in an accurate manner while doing everything they could to
expedite the process within the confines of their procedure. The QC inspectorsi

did not view it as their job to insist that the engineers follow the
engineering procedure. QC supervision believed they had given verbal direction /

to their inspectors to use the "two sets of eyes" approach, and informal
,

supervisory surveillances in the field satisfied them that the direction was
being followed; however, that informal surveillance activity was inadequate to
detect the lack of procedural compliance and the inaccurate measurements by the
walkdown engineers and QC inspectors.

In summary, the primary reasons for the violation and the failure to identify
it were (a) directives were given by the Unit 1 CTH Walkdown Manager that were
contrary to procedures, (b) production quotas were set by the Walkdown Manager
which tended to encourage walkdown engineers to violate the engineering
procedure, and (c) inadequate surveillance by QC supervision.

(3) Corrrective Stens Taken and Results Achieved *

The first corrective action taken was to promptly suspend the Unit 1 CTH
as-built program at the direction of TUGC0 management pending confirmation of
the problem, identification of the causes of the problem, and formulation and
implementation of corrective actions. The program was suspended in late
November 1985 and did not resume until late January 1986.

During the course of the NRC inspection, our QC personnel confirmed most of the
NRC findings. When the program was suspended, Corrective Action Request (CAR)i

053 was issued to address the problem. The CAR provided for the reinspection
;

| by QC of a random sample of CTHs in Unit 1 and Common buildings to determine
the extent of the problem. The CAR also provided for the reinspection by QC of'

a sample of Unit 2 CTHs to determine if the problem was unique to the Unit 1
CTH as-built program. The CAR was later revised to include the reinspection by
QC of a sample of Unit 2 conduit supports. The results of those reinspections-

(60 Unit 1 and Common CTHs, 60 Unit 2 CTHs, and about 70 Unit 2 conduit support
hangers) confirmed the problem with the Unit 1 CTH as-builting program but

| indicated that the Unit 2 programs were being adequately implemented. The Unit,

|
1 and Common results indicated an estimated implementation error rate of about
84 for the Unit 1 CTH as-built program as compared to about 14 for the Unit 2
programs. In light of these results combined with the facts that the Unit 1
CTH as-built program was unique in its approach and the walkdown and inspection
personnel were dedicated to that particular program, we concluded that the,

problem vith the Unit 1 CTH as-built program was peculiar to that program. All,

of the approximately 1800 CTHs which were as-built under the inadequately
implemented Unit 1 CTH as-built program will be reinspected under the revised
program.

,

.
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Soon after the program suspension, TUGC0 personnel received information that
walkdown engineers were (1) being directed by their Walkdown Manager to not
take the independent measurements called for in their procedure, and (2) being
threatened by their Walkdown Manager with the loss of certain privileges if the
walkdown engineers did not meet production quotas. TUGC0 management promptly
called for an independent investigation by corporate security personnel from
Texas Utilities Services, Inc. (TUSI). The investigation was quickly commenced

i and completed and confirmed the information and led to the Walkdown Manager and
his immediate subordinate being removed from the site. The TUSI investigation
efforts were later reviewed at CPSES by the NRC's Office of Investigation (OI)

' on February 18, 1986. The 01 representative commented that TUGC0 management
acted quickly in calling in TUSI to conduct the investigation and that TUGC0,

dealt quickly with the personnel problems revealed by the investigation. The
OI representative also commented that the TUSI investigation was thorough and
timely.

I in March 1986 TUSI corporata security personnel received a telephone call en
the " Hotline" from an individual involved in the revised Unit 1 CTH as-built

] program. The caller alleged that past management practices regarding
production pressure, production quotas, and intimidation were continuing.
Another independent investigation by TUSI corporate security personnel was
promptly conducted between March 13 and April 2, 1986. The investigation
revealed that all of the allegations were unfounded.

Our reviews and investigation in response to the Unit 1 CTH as-built program
resulted in a multitude of corrective actions by engineering and QC regarding
the conduct of the program and associated inspection activities. Some of the
significant actions were:

} 1. The engineering portion of the program was reorganized to place increased
! emphasis on the assurance by engineering of a quality product and a new

Walkdown Manager was appointed who has proven abilities.
1

2. The engineering and inspection procedures governing the process of walking
down the CTHs, as-building all relevant attributes, creating the red-line
drawings, and QC inspection / verification activities were completely
rewritten. TNE-FVM-CS-001 Rev. 3 dated January 28, 1986, governed the
restart of walkdown activities and QI-QP-11.10-9 Rev. 4 dated April 25,

1986 governed the restart of inspection / verification activities.
(TNE-FVM-CS-001 Rev. 4 dated March 20, 1986, presently covers the
engineering efforts and QI-QP-ll.10-9 Rev. 4 dated April 25, 1986, still
covers the QC inspection / verification activities.)

.

The rewrite of the engineering procedure was accomplished with the personal
oversight of the responsible Ebasco Vice President who also approved the
procedure. The principal changes related to providing unequivocal
separation between the engineering walkdown and QC functions and providing
precise instructions as to what the walkdown engineers are expected to do.!

'

.

..

4
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The principal changes in the QC procedure related to the segregation of ;

engineering and QC activities and the inclusion of more liberal tolerances i

established by engineering.

The program is now similar to Unit 2 with respect to the segregation of;

! engineering and QC functions. Namely, engineering personnel create the
red-line drawings and produce clean drawings which are then used by QC

;
~ personnel for inspection / verification activities.

3. The as-built process is now carried out by teams of walkdown and weld,

as-built engineers which perform a self-checking operation; namely another'

team or a roving team checks the accuracy of the is-built information !
;

gathered by the walkdown and weld as-built teams. This self-checking was, ,
'

initially performed on a 100 percent basis, but has been reduced except for
certain specific types of hangers which have shown increased propensity for
error because of complexity.4

.

4. An engineering surveillance group has been set up by engineering to
I independently confirm the adequacy of the as-built program by

re-as-building approximately 15 percent of the hangers and comparing their
, measurements to those of ttp initial walkdown team. This surveillance is

over and above that conducted by the self-checking activities described in
Item 3 and has no relationship to QC surveillances or inspections or QA
audits.

5. Each engineering individual involved in the physical data collection:
(as-building), data transfer (red-lining), and document transmittal has!

been trained in the requirements of every revision of the as-builting
procedure by a formal classroom presentation And on-the-job (0JT) training.

] (An exception was that no OJT has been considered necessary for 21 persons
j because of previous demonstrated capability.)

Retraining has been performed as necessary when indicated by trends
developed and maintained by the engineering surveillance group or when the,

'

trainer has deemed that additional OJT would be necessary. Additionally,
individuals have the opportunity to request additional training and several
individuals have exercised that opportunity and received the requested
training.

All information arising from questions during and subsequent to training
and during and subsequent to walkdowns has been routed through an
pstablished organization to ensure. procedural compliance, uniformity of.

approach and consistency of implementation by individuals and teams.4

6. The Ebasco Vice President has been overviewing the program utilizing
personal observation of walkdowns,.results of the internal surveillance,
and red-line drawing review. Example of results from this overview are:
reduction of self-monitoring for certain supports only while maintaining
100 percent self-monitoring of others; requirement for as-built the clamps
in more detail; retraining for measurement of specific attributes.

J

*

!

i -
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7. All walkdown and QC personnel were trained to their revised procedures
prior to resumption of their activities.

8. An additional lead inspector was added in the QC group in order to reduce
the span of control of each of the leads to allow them to devote more time
to oversoning the inspectors.

9. All QC inspectors involved in the program received training in the NRC
findings as well as those identified by the sample reinspections.

10. QC management met with the involved QC inspectors to stress the importance
of the program and the need for strict adherence to the procedures.

11. The Ebasco Vice President met with engineering pe,rsonnel in the Unit I
'walkdown organization and stressed the importance of accurate work,

adherance to procedures, and the right and obligation to bring issues to
rhe acrencion of management without fear of recrimination.4

12. The Unit 2 inspection procedure QI-QP-11.10-2A and the Unit 1 inspection
procedure were compared by Quality Engineering. Inconsistencies between
the two procedures were addressed which improved procedures for both
programs.

13. Upon resumption of Unit 1 CTH program QC inspection activities, redundant
QC inspections were imposed by QC supervision. This " double inspection" of
CIHs was performed for a period of four weeks at which time QC supervision
was confident that the program was proceeding satisfactorily.

14. QC surveillance of these activities was and continues to be performed on a
regular basis by the QC surveillance group to assure continuing accuracy in
the implementation of the program.

15. Lead QC inspectors and their immediate supervisors are randomly reverifying
the inspections performed by QC inspectors. This is in conjunction with
their personal verification of all surveillance findings.

(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:

We are confident that the reasons for the incorrect determination of attributes
was unique to the prior Unit 1 CTH as-built program and that the extensive
corrective steps described above will prevent recurrence of the problem.

1 (5) Date When in Full Comoliance!
'

The program is now in full compliance.

(b) Performance of Audits
,

(1) Admission or Denial of Allered Violation:

We admit the alleged violation.
;

<
, .
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(2) Reason for Violat'.SD:

Ebasco Services was an approved supplier of engineering services to us in late
1984 when their scope of work was supplemented to include the designs of Unit 2
CTHs and conduits, and design verification of a sample of Unit 1 CTHs and
conduits. (Later, the Ebasco scope was further increased to include design'

verification of all Unit 1 CTHs and conduits.) As a result of that
supplement, we performed a programmatic and implementation audit of Ebasco, New
York during the period January 28 - February 1,1985. The program was found to
be deficient and a stop work order was imposed by the Manager QA. Corrective
actions were implemented and the stop work order was lifted on February 8.
1985. -

An audit of the CPSES site portion of the Ebasco CTH programs for Unit 1 and
'Unit 2 was conducted during the period February 5-8, 1985. Because portions of

this part of the CTH program were still in development, full implementation!

; could not be assessed 'uy the eudit team. However, the audit team avaluated the
4 interfaces among Ebasco site, Ebasco New York and TUGC0 Civil Engineering and

found them to be adequate. During this audit several incomplete drawing
packages (which included field verification marked-up drawin&s) were reviewed
for procedure compliance; however, no field verification activities were
observed by the team due to the program being under development. Followup

' audits were conducted as follows:

D.811 1G2RR

June 10-11, 1985 Ebasco, New York activities;

August 26-30, 1985 Ebasco, CPSES activities
October 28-31, 1985 TUCCO Civil Engineering and Ebasco

CPSES activities
The scope of the on-site audit conducted during October was limited to Unit 2
field packages. All other audits included both Unit 1 and Unit 2 engineering
activities.

'

I In summary, we believe that the programmatic and engineering aspects of the
Ebasco CTH Program as well as the interfaces between Ebasco New York, Ebasco
CPSES, and TUCCO Civil Engineering were adequately audited by us. The results
of those audits indicated that the desired results would be achieved if the;

.

program was implemented in accordance with procedures. However, audits of the
CTH program in the area of engineering field verification were not scheduled or'

performed. This was the result of a misunderstanding on the part of TUCCO QA.
TUCCO QA was aware that CPRT personnel had provided input to the Unit 1 CTH
program and believed that the program was subject to CPRT audits; however, this
was not the case,

,

,

:

;

}

;

< *
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(3) Corrective Steos Taken and Results Achieved:

The followin'g audits have been conducted by us since the suspension and
resumption of the Unit 1 CTH as-builting program:

DAER Activitv/Scoce and Results

January 13 - Scone: Unit 2 installation inspection and Unit 1

February 7, 1986 revised as-built verification procedure
implementation. Results: The audit resulted in an
Ebasco initiated stop work of Unit i verification
activities due to the audit, team's identification of
interface problems among Document Control Center.
Paper Flow Groups and Field Engineering Groups. No
other deficiencies were identified.

February 19-21, 1986 Scope: Unit 1 GTH Program and implamantation of
engineering field verification pro 5 ram. Results:
The overall adequacy and effectiveness of the program
element being implemented were acceptable with the
exception of a deficiency concerning a procedure
inadequacy regarding the lack of cable tray clamp
details for design verification. No other
deficiencies were identified.

April 21 - 25, 1986 Scope: Unit 1 CTH engineering field verification
program. Results: The program implementation was
determined to be adequate with the exception of a
lack of procedural definition of records, and some
minor instances of uninitialed changes to walkdown
checklists.

May 19 - 23, 1986 Scoce: Unit 1 CTH field verification program.
Results: The program implementation was determined
to be adequate. No deficiencies were identified.

These audits have covered the three major aspects of the verification program
(the engineering walkdown, the welding walkdown and the QC inspection) and have

i demonstrated adequate program implementation. One additional audit is
scheduled for the fourth quarter of 1986 to verify the continued adequate
implementation of the program.

|

| (4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:

The Director of QA issued a memorandum to the Manager of QA on July 21, 1986,
directing the Manager of QA to ensure that all activities conducted under the
TUCCO QA Program, including those in support of the CPRT, fall within the scope
of the TUCCO audit and/or surveillance program. The annual audit schedule for
TUCCO has been reviewed and revised, as necessary, to assure the TUCCO audit
schedule is consistent with the memorandum from the Director of QA.

(5) Date When in Full Como11ance:

The program is now in full compliance. .
.
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Af i FGED VIO1ATION - APPENDIX B. ITEM I.B.1.a.
.

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, as implemented by the TUGC0 Quality
Assurance Plan (QAP), Section 5, Revision 1, dated April 16, 1979, requires that
activities affecting quality be prescribed by documented instructions, procedures,
or drawings of a type appropraite to the circumstances and be accomplished in
accordance with these instructions, procedures, or drawings.

Paragraph 3.1.2 of Brown & Root (B&R) Procedure CPM-6.3, Revision 8, dated April 2,i

1981, states, "The traveler. package shall contain, or may reference if normally
available, the drawings, procedures, instructions, manufacturer's
manuals / guidelines, etc., necessary to accomplish the actf'ity."v

Contrary to the above, at the time of this inspection, January 1 - March 14,1986,
construction operation travelers for installation of electrical penetration
assemblies (EPAs) lE76, 1E77, lE78, and lE79 referenced a type of inboard cable;

support assembly that was attached to the EPA header plate instead of the EPA nozzle!

; as required by the applicable Bunker Ramo Corporation (BRC) Drawing 50022078,
', Revision F.

c

i TUEC RESPONSE
4

(1) Admission or Denial of Allerad Violation!

We admit the alleged violation.

(2) Reason for Violation:

The caution note in the traveler for the valve isolation tank electrical
penetration assemblies (EPAs) is a modification of the caution note on a
standard EPA traveler, which reads: "The outboard cable support fixture is

attached to the header plate and must be fully supported at all times.";

(emphasis added) There are differences between the standard penetrations and,

! the tank penetrations. The first main difference is that the penetrations are
reversed in orientation for the tank application. The second main difference'

is that there is no cable support fixture on the tank penetrations similar to
the one on the standard penetrations. The inboard cable support is affixed
after the penetration is installed and it is attached to the nozzle and not the
header plate. The engineer who prepared the valve isolation tank EPA traveler
changed the word outboard to the word inhoard in the caution note to reflect
the change in orientation; however, the engineer failed to recognize the

;
~ caution note should not have been present since there is no cable support
i - fixture similar to the one on the standard penetrations. The inboard cable

support should have been installed later in accordance with the drawing underj

; traveler Step 4m; however, Step 4m does not specifically require the support be
consistant with the applicable drawing.

.

(See response (2) to Appendix A Item 1.B.4.a for a related discussion.)

(3) Corrective Scans Taken and Results Achieved
j

This issue will be corrected with the replacement of all Bunker Ramo EPAs.
. .,

O
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(4) Corrective Stans to Avoid Recurrence:

See response (4) to Appendix B Item I.B.4.a.

(5) Data When in Full Comoliance:

See response (4) to Appendix B Item I.B.4.a.

.
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AT TIGED VIOTATION - APPENDIX B. ' ITEM I .B. l.b
,

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, as implemented by the TUGC0 Quality
Assurance Plan (QAP), Section 5, Revision 1, dated April 16, 1979, requires that
activities affecting quality be prescribed by documented instructions, procedures, or,

drawings of a type appropriate to the circumstances and be accomplished in accordance
with these instructions, procedures, or drawings.

Drawing 2323-EI-0514, Revision 7, dated April 13, 1984, requires that conductor entry
,

conduit, through which cables from certain EPAs were routed into junction boxes, must
be sealed as specified. ,

Contrary to the above, during this inspecticn, the junction boxes to which cables
, were routed from EPAs 1E44, IE45, 1E46, and lE47 were observed to have unsealed i

; conductor entry conduit.
e

TUEC RESPONSE;

(1) Admission or Denial of Allemed Violation!
l

! We admit the alleged violation.

(2) Reason for Violationi

The requirement to provide seals per Detail B on Drawing 2323-El-514, Revision 7
was issued by Design Change Authorization (DCA) 10,628 Revision 0 in July 1981.

4

This DCA was incorporated in the drawing in April 1983, and the seals which were
,

intended to be equipment seals were entitled fire stops. Controls for.the'

l installation and equipment of the seals were not developed and implemented
because fire stops were not within the scope of the Design Change Verification'

I Group and the Damage Study Group was not aware of the requirement for the
equipment seals. Consequently, the seals were not installed and there was no
program to verify the installation of such equipment seals.

i

(3) Corrective Stans Taken and Results Achieved!
'

The lack of these seals was identified on NCR E-86-101009. A review of the
design indicates that these seals provide no safety function and are not
required. Therefore, we are giving consideration to reclassifying these seals

| as non-safety related and/or eliminating them from our design.
1

j (4) Corrective Stans to Avoid Recurrence:

Procedural controls related to this area have been enhanced for other reasons
since this event and appear to be adequate to prevent recurrence of this event.
The Paper Flow Group now reviews all BCAs and revised drawings for work items,
and assures that any work items are entered on the Master Data Base and that
work packages include DCA requirements. Also, during final record review the

;

Paper Flow Group reviews all packages for completeness and implementation of ,

DCAs prior to issuance of the records to the records vault.

(5) Date When in Full Conoliance!

The disposition of NCR E-86-101009 will assure full compliance prior to fuel
'

load of the respective units.

'
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ALLEGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX B. ITEM I.B.I.c

10 CFR Part 50. Appendix B, Criterion V, as implemented by the TUCCO Quality
Assurance Plan (QAP), Section 5, Revision 1, dated April 16, 1979, requires that
activities affecting quality be prescribed by documented instructions, procedures,
or drawings of a type appropriate to the circumstances and be accomplished in
accordance with these instructions, procedures, or drawings.

Paragraph 6.5 of B&R Engineering Instruction EEI-22, Revision 0, dated October 4,
1982, and paragraph 3.1.3 of TUCCO Instruction QI-QP-11.3-49, Revision 0, dated
October 1, 1982, states, " Pigtail conductors must be supportad a maximum of 36
inches from the penetration header plate or conductor suppbrt."

Contrary to the above, during this inspection, the pigtail conductors for the Conax
modules in EPA lE14 were observed to be supported on the inboard side (inside the
reactor containment building) at distances of 43 inches to 60 inches from the
penetration header plate.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Alleged Violation ,

We admit the alleged violation.

(2) Reason for Violation:

The construction and inspection procedures properly stated that the maximum
supported cable length should be 36". The procedures were not followed by
craft and inspection personnel.

(3) Corrective Steos Taken and Results Achieved:

The cables in question and other similar cables subject to construction
Procedure EEI-22 will be supported as required by reworking them.

(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:

Before the replacement EPAs are installed both craft and inspectors will be
trained to the proper installation procedures.

(5) Date When in Full Conoliance:

The cables will be reinspected and corrections made by December 31, 1986,

1

i

,
,

e
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Af f FLEGED VIDIATION - APPENDIX B. ITEM I .B.1.d
.

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, as implemented by the TUCCO Quality
Assurance Plan (QAP), Section 5, Revision 1, dated April 16, 1979, requires that
activities affecting quality be prescribed by documented instructions, procedures,
or drawings of a type appropriate to the circumstances and be accomplished in
accordance with these instructions, procedures, or drawings.

TUCCO Instruction QI-QP-11.3-28, Revision 26 " Class IE Cable Terminations" allowed
the limited use of cable splices in raceways. The licensee committed to follow Reg'

Guide 1.75 in its Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) which allows the use of these
splices if an analysis was made and submitted as part of the FSAR.

Contrary to the above, at the time of this inspection, this procedure was not -

.iime.a *w. limited use of cable splices in raceways when noe a -. . . . . 4- .w.. 4.

analysis of this practice had been included in the FSAR.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Allerad Violation:7

We admit the alleged violation.

2) Reason for Viol gigm,

Regulatory Guide 1.75 Revision 1 (January 1975) is part of the design basis for
CPSES. Position C.9 states, in part, " Cable splices in raceways thould be
prohibited.... Splices are not, by themselves, unacceptable. If they exist, the

resulting design should be justified by analysis. The analyses should be
submitted as part of the Safety Analysis Report." The present NRC

,

interpretation of the scope of Regulatory Guide 1.75 Position C.9 is that it
applies to a splice which is used to connect a field cable to an equipment

,

pigtail.

i
The organizations involved with the electrical cable and raceway design
initially understood the scope to be limited to splices that connect field
cables together. These organizations did not consider a termination (i.e.,
field cable to equipment pigtail splice) to be covered by this position. As a
result, no analyses were prepared for the field cable to pigtail splices,

t

(3) Courective Stans Taken and Results Achieved:' -

I ,
j An analysis of these splices has been completed and submitted to NRR by letter

TXX 4839 dated June 6, 1986. This analysis will serve as a basis for a future
FSAR amendment. -

(4) Corrective Stens to Avoid Recurrence

The NRC interpretation of Regulatory Guide 1.75 Position C.9 was presented to;

| the supervision of the electrical engineering design group of CPSES on May 13,
1986. The existing analysis covers all types of cable splices in raceways at
CPSES. .,

.
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(5) Date When in Full Comoliance:
,

An FSAR amendment addressing this matter will be submitted to the NRC by
September 30, 1986. Any rework that may be necessary to comply with that FSAR
amendment will be completed prior to fuel load.

.

.
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ALLEGED VIOLATION - APPENDIX B. ITEM I.B.2
.

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion VI requires in part that measures be
established to control the issuance of documents, such as drawings, including

changes thereto, which prescribe activities affecting quality. These measures
assure that documents, including changes, are reviewed for adequacy and approved for
release by authorized personnel and are distributed to and used at the location
where the prescribed activity is performed.

The TUCCO QAP, Section 6.0, Revision 0, dated July 1,1978, requires in part that
Gibbs & Hill be responsible for implementing quality assurance programs off-site
that ensure appropriate documents are controlled and that changes required as a
result of comments, nonconformance, or engineering work are incorporated into
revised documents. .

Contrary to the above, at the time of this inspection, vendor documents were not
appropriately controlled by Gibbs & Hill in that BRC drawings of record for
installed EPAs had not been revised to reflect resolution of handwritten comments on
the drawings pertaining to design acceptability and required rework.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Allered Violation:

We deny the alleged violation that the vendor documents related to the
electrical penetration assemblies (EPAs) were controlled by G6H offsite in a
manner contrary to the TUCCO Quality Assurance Program. Those documents were
controlled by C&H in accordance with controls in the C&H Project Procedures
Manual and Project Guide. For all of the examples identified by the NRC, C&H
comments are clearly discernable on the " Office copy" sepia retained in G&H
files and the office copy routing sheet which is attached to each drawing
provides a record of the drawing review and reviewer's signature (s). The
Vendor Document Register maintains a record of the vendor drawing transmittal,
revision, previous submittals, vendor letter number and date, drawing approval
status and G&H transmittal letter back to the vendor (and concurrently to

field). The Vendor Document Index also provides the current status of all
drawings; however, voided drawings are not included in this index. We do not
believe having vendor drawings in the files with comments on them of the naturei

of those identified by the NRG is a violation providing there is traceable
evidence of review and disposition of the comments.

We admit that the status of vendor drawing files at the site were not
maintained current as were the C&H corporate copies of vendor drawings.
Additionally, we admit that TUCCO failed to resolve one handwritten comment as
requested by C&H.

.

(2) Reason for Violation!

The NRC review of the Bunker Ramo drawings revealed there were thirteen
drawings that contained some type of handwritten comments. Our subsequent
review revealed that:

;

.

:
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Nine of those drawings had been voided by the vendor after the drawings hado
been revibwed and commented upon by G&H and entered into the document
control system. Site personnel failed to notice that the nine drawings had
been voided by the vendor and removed from the G6H Vendor Document Index.
Had they noticed that fact, they would have removed the voided drawings from

i
i the site files.

Three of the drawings were subsequently approved after the comments wereo
resolved and the change in drawing status to " Approved" was accomplished in
accordance with a project instruction which required crossing out the
previous comment on the drawing or otherwise noting its deletion, and
reissuing the drawing as a "G&H Revision". Comments thus only provided ,

'clarification and the basis for drawing re-status and had no impact on the
technical content of the drawing. Site files did not clearly indicate the ,

i mLatum of these drawings,
i

One drawing contained a comment regarding a discrepancy with theo
specification which required resubmittal by the vendor. This open item was
noted in the project correspondence relative to vendor document closeout byi

G&H wherein G6H requested TUGC0 to resolve the comment. The outstanding
comment had no impact on procurement and did not require any rework in,the,

field. Site personnel failed to resolve.the comment due to oversight.

The reason for the above vendor drawing issues was the lack of well defined
interface controls between the G&H corporate office and the site to assure
vendor drawing files at the site were maintained current.

|

(3) Corrective Stans Taken and Results Achieved!

j A complete review of vendor drawings is underway which will assure all vendor
j drawings have been properly dispositioned. This review will assure that voided

drawings are identified and removed from the files, and that all drawingi

! comments have been resolved.
4

(4) Corrective Stana to Avoid Recurrence

The TNE DC 5 series of procedures now requires Engineering to transmit vendor
|

documents to Document Control Center (DCC) to assure that drawings in DCC are
applicable to the vendor-supplied equipment. Voided drawings are not submitted
to DCC.

,

| (5) Date When in Full Connliance
1

April 1, 1987

.

t

|
,

!
f

*
; .

I

*
.
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Af f RcED V101ATION - APPENDIX B. ITEM I.B. 3!

b .

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion VII as implemented by the TUCCO QAP, Section
1

| 7.0, Revision 0, dated July 1,1978, requires in part that measures be established
! to assure that purchased material, equipment, and services conform to the

procurement documents. These measures include provisions, as appropriate, for'

|
source evaluation and selection, objective evidence of quality furnished by the
contractor or subcontractor, inspection at the contractor or subcontractor source,!

and examination of products upon delivery. Documentary evidence that materials and
equipment conform to the procurement requirements must be available at the nuclear

,

power plant site prior to installation or use of such material and equipment.

I Paragraph 3.1 of B&R Procedure CP-QAP-7.2, Revision 3, dated March 19, 1979, states,
in part, "The B&R QC Engineer / Inspector shall perform detailed receiving inspection!

#in accordance with the provisions of this procedure and supplementary instructions
|; and document the results of the inspection on the QC Receiving Inspection Report

(RIR)..." Paragraph 3.2.b of this procedure states, in part, "For TUSI/Gibbs & Hill, !

i and Brown & Root procured items that do not receive a final inspection release by
these agencies, the B&R QC Engineer / Inspector shall perform a receipt inspectionj

; prepared by B&R for the applicable item. Similarly, checklists shall be used to
complete individual inspections waived by these agencies. All such checklists will>

| be filed with the RIR in the QA Records Vault..." '

i

Contrary to the above, at the time of this inspection, the completed checklist filed
with the RIR in the QA Records Vault for EPAs 1E76,1E77 and 1E78 involved cable

; tray parts rather than the referenced EPAs. In addition, detailed receiving

inspections were not performed for EPAs 1E79, 2E76, 2E77, 2E78, and 2E79, asi

j evidenced by numerous attributes on the checklists being marked by the receipt
inspector as not verified,

'

i

j TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Allenad Violation!

We admit the alleged violation.

(2) Raamon for Violation!
!

l There are records to demonstrate that all EPAs were receipt inspected to some
|

extent, However, EPAs which were not source inspected were required to be
' subjected to a more detailed receipt inspection than those EPAs which were
|- source inspected. This more detailed receipt inspection was accomplished

utilizing an inspection checklist based on the specification which was the samei

9 checklist as was used for source inspection. Since we were unable to locate-

I the inspection checklists for EPAs 1E76, 1E77, and 1E78, it is indeterminate as

|
co whether the nore detailed inspections were performed.

Regarding the issue of numerous checklist attributes for EPAs 1E79, 2E76, 2E77,
4

| 2E78, and 2E79 not being verified, inspectors were allowed by the governing
procedure to determine which specific checklist attributes to inspect and this
resulted in checklist not always being completed in a detailed manner,

i

j ..

! .
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(3) Corrective S, tens Taken and Results Achieved:

A review of the thirty-one Receiving Inspection Reports (RIR) for all Bunker
Ramo EPAs were reviewed. Specification checklists were utilized in
twenty-three of the thirty-one packages. Of the remaining eight RIR packages,
two RIRs were required to have completed specification checklists, but no
documentation could be located. This included the checklist for EPAs 1E76,
1E77, and lE78. The remaining six RIR packages did not require checklists to
be completed.

Since all Bunker Ramo EPAs will be replaced with EPAs from,another vendor and these
replacement EPAs will be subjected to consistent inspections using checklists
prepared by engineering, no further action with respect to the Bunker Ramo EPAs is
planned. ,

A reinspection of the quality of selected vendor-supplied equipment will bet

| performed to verify the quality of important attributes. This effort will
identify any conditions which were not identified as a result of a lack of'

detailed receipt inspections.

(4) Corrective Stans to Avoid Recurrence:

A program is being established for engineering to develop on an as needed basis
checklists to be used during source and receipt inspections. These new
checklists will ensure that inspections of the necessary depth are consistently
performed. Verification of all applicable attributes will be required for each
shipment, either at the source or upon receipt. These new
checklists will be based on drawings as well as specifications. The first
effort in this program which is underway is to develop the checklist for the
replacement EPAs. All source and receipt inspections conducted after September
1, 1986, will be conducted using checklists developed'by engineering, unless-

exceptions are approved and documented by the Manager of Quality Assurance.
As an interim measure, the Quality Engineer,ing group will review and approve
checklists. The supervisors of source and receipt inspectors will assure that
inspectors are consistently verifying applicable checklist attributes and that,

source and receipt inspectors perform and document some verifications utilizing
vendor drawings.

Source and receipt inspectors will be briefed on the Bunker Ramo issues and the
corrective actions by August 15, 1986.

(5) Date When in Full Comoliance:-

December 31, 1986

.

|

..

*
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ATfFCED VIOLATION - APPENDIX B. ITEM I.B.4.b
.

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion X as implemented by the TUCCO QAP, Section
1 10.0, Revision 1, dated July 31, 1984, requires that a program for inspection of

activities affecting quality be established and executed by or for the organization
performing the activity to verify conformance with the documented instructions,
procedures, and drawings for accomplishing the activity.

Vendor Installed splices for the pigtail assemblies of EPAs lE76, lE77, lE78, lE79,
2E76, 2E78, and 2E79 failed to comply with the staggering requirements of BRC
Drawings 50028232, Revision C, and 50020346, Revision F. ~

TUEC RESPONSE ,

(1) Admission or Denial of Allered Violation:

We admit the alleged violation.

(2) Reason for Violation:

Source and receipt inspectors utilize inspection checklists that have been
prepared by inspectors using the equipment specifications as a basis. Since
the Bunker Ramo drawing requirement for staggering splices was not a
specification requirement, the staggering requirement was not a checklist
attribute.

(3) Corrective Steos Taken and Results Achieved:

See response (3) to Appendix B Item I.B.3.

(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence:

See response (4) to Appendix B Item I.B.3.

(5) Date When in Full Comoliance:

See response (5) to Appendix B Item I.B.3.

.

.

.

.

1
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.
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ATTFGED VIO1ATION - APPENDIX B. ITEM I.B.5

10 CFR Part 50, ppendix B, Criterion XVI as implemented by the TUCGO QAP, Section
16.0, Revision 0, dated July 1,1978, requires in part that measures be established
to assure that conditions adverse to quality such as failures, malfunctions,
deficiencies, deviations, defective material and equipment, and nonconformances are
promptly identified and corrected.

Contrary to the above, at the time of this inspection, EPAs with vendor-installed
splices of insufficient heat shrinkable tubing (HSIT) length to satisfy requirements
of the HSIT manufacturer were not identified as nonconforming and corrected by
rework in accordance with the BRC procedure furnished to TUGC0 by Gibbs & Hill to
resolve this type of nonconformance.

.

TUEC RESPONSE

(1) Admission or Denial of Allered Violation:

We admit the alleged violation.

(2) Reason for Violation:

During the review by Gibbs & Hill (C&H) of vendor drawings of the EPAs, the
reviewer noted an inconsistency between two drawings related to low voltage
EPAs having #8 conductor size. The C&H reviewer observed that the splices and
heat shrinkable tubing (HSIT) listed on one drawing would not result in the
amount of HSIT overlap depicted on another drawing. The C&H reviewer made a
handwritten note on the drawing to that e,ffect. (It appears that at that time
the C&H reviewer was also aware that the overlap depicted on the drawing was
less than the overlap that was environmentally qualified by the HSIT vendor.
However, this was not the basis for the handwritten comment because Bunker Ramo
did not intend to rely on the HSIT vendor's qualification efforts.) The EPAs
were fabricated and shipped prior to the resolution of the handwritten
comment. Since the comment was related to drawings that were not required to
be approved prior to fabrication, the lack of resolution of the comment prior
to fabrication or shipment was not viewed as a nonconforming condition.

The handwritten comment was resolved in 1982 and was crossed out. Another
handwritten notation was made on the drawing that indicated the resolution was
to rework the vendor splices in the field (i.e., apply Okonite tape to increase i

the overlap) by using BRC Procedure 123 2286. Based on discussions with a C6H '

eng(near who was involved in this matter, the rework was viewed by both Bunker.

Ramo and C6H as an enhancement of the design and was not viewed as being
necessary to assure the splices were environmentally qualified. Therefore, the
condition of the EPAs affected by the rework was not viewed as a nonconforming

!condition. The Bunker Ramo environmental qualification report which was
reviewed and approved by C&H contained information that was sufficient to lead f
C&H to conclude that the EPAs were qualified with the short overlap condition
without the rework; however, the report does not provide explicit information

,

|
in that regard.

The approved rework procedure was sent to CPSES by C&H on August 10, 1982. Due

to oversight, the CPSES engineer following this activity failed to assure that
i a controlled document was generated to accomplish the rework. *
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(3) Corrective Stens Taken and Results Achieved:

Due to the lack of explicit information that demonstrates the EPAs are
environmentally qualified with or without the rework, and due to other
considerations, TUCCO has decided to replace all Bunker Ramo EPA modules with
qualified modules from another vendor. Therefore, TUCCO does not plan to
accomplish the rework. The replacement activity has been entered into the
Master Data Base for work control purposes.

A task has been initiated to walk down equipment required to be qualified under
the environmental, mechanical, and/or seismic qualification programs for
CPSES. This task will include comparison of the qualffication attributes of
the observed equipment to the qualification reports on file at CPSES and will
include comparison of the equipment and its installation to vendor-supplied ,

documents which define the same. The equipment is to include all Class IE
equipment, all mechanical equipment requiring environmental qualification, all
non-1E equipment required to have seismic qualification, and all non-1E
equipment requiring environmental qualification in accordance with regulatory
guide 1.97. This effort will identify, document, and resolve discrepancies
such as the failure to accomplish the taping rework.

.

(4) Corrective Stens to Avoid Recurrence:

Procedure TNE-PR-2, Rev. 2, which is now in effect requires in Section 2.1.2
that prior to engineering authorizing the release of equipment for shipment the
vendor must have met all specification requirements. This would require

verification that the equipment has been environmentally qualified. Procedure
TNE-DC-5, Rev. 3, which is also in effect requires that drawings be revised to
incorporate comments similar to the taping comments prior to the granting of an
engineering release. Therefore, we believe present controls would not allow a
similar event to occur today.

(5) Date When in Full Comnliance:

December 31, 1986

.

e

0
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AffFCED VIOLATION - APPENDIX B. ITEM I.B.6

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVII as implemented by the TUGC0 QAP, Section
17.0, Revision 5, dated October 18, 1985, requires in part that sufficient records
be maintained to furnish evidence of activities affecting quality. The records must
include closely related data such as qualifications of personnel, procedures, and
equipment.

Paragraph 2.1.3 of TUCCO Nuclear Engineering Procedure TNE-DC-15, Revision 6, issue
date February 11, 1986, requires that vendor submitted documents necessary to
establish the final equipment qualification shall be reviewed and listed on the

*

Documentation Review Form.

Contrary to the above, at the time of this inspection, records could not be located
which provided a basis for establishing the equipment qualificalluu adequacy of the
field rework procedure (BRC Procedure 123 2286, approved June 26, 1982) for EPA
cable splices and the procedure was not listed on the Documentation Review Form for
BRC EPAS as being reviewed document.

TUEC RESPONSE;

(1) Admission or Denial of Allemed Violation!

| We admit the alleged violation as specified below.
.

; (2) Reason for Violation!

Althoughs records exist that demonstrate the tape was qualified by thej
manufacturer for another purchase order, we do not have records to demonstrate

,

that the tape was environmentally qualified for the specific configuration'

(i.e., tape over the HSIT and cable jacket) described in the rework procedure.
It appears engineering judgement was used to conclude that the specific rework
configuration was bounded by the qualification records for the type on the
other purchase order.

,

1 TNE-DC-15 was not violated since it was not in existence at the time the
equipment qualification package was approved by G&H. The equivalent G&H

! procedure that was in effect did not lead to the rework procedure being listed,

in the qualification package since, as discussed in Appendix B Item I.B.5, the
;

: application of this tape, which was never accomplished, was apparently viewed
as a design enhancement that was not necessary to assure qualification of the ,
electrical penetration and would not invalidate the qualification..

(3) Corrective Staos Taken and Results Achieved

See response (3) to Appendix 5 Item I.B.5.i

i

(4) Corrective Steos to Avoid Recurrence;i

As described in response (4) to Appendix B Item I.B.5 all comments similar to
j

the tape comment are now required by procedure to be resolved as a prerequisite'

; to Engineering authorizing release for shipment. TNE procedures will be
revised to assure that vendor drawings which can affect equipment configuration
are compared to the tested configuration'as described in the E'Q report for'

consistency. *
,
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(5) Date when in Full Come11ance:

September 1,'1986

.
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Af f FCED VIOLATION - APPENDIX B. ITEM II
-

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion IX requires, in part, that measures be
established to assure that special processes, including welding, are controlled and
accomplished by qualified personnel using qualified procedures in accordance with
applicable codes and standards.

The CPSES FSAR, Section 17.1.9 states, in part, with respect to control of special
processes, "TUCCO requires of its prime contractors that written procedures and
controls be prepared to assure that special processs including welding. . .are
accomplished by qualified personnel using qualified procedures, in accordance with

~

applicable codes, stanlards,...."

The CPSES FSAR, Table 17A-1 and Gibbs and Hill (C&H) Specification 2323-SS-16B dated i

May 7, 1975, require use of the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) Code
for cable tray hanger supports. The AISC Code and the G&H specification require
that welding be performed in accordance with the American Welding Society (AWS) D1.1
Code. AWS D1.1-75, Section 2.9.2.4 states with respect to prequalified weld groove
angles, "The groove angle is a minimum. It may be detailed to exceed the dimension
shown by no more than 10 degrees."

Contrary to the above, at the time of the NRC inspection the weld groove angles for
hanger CTH 1 5538 (full penetration weld #2) and hanger CTH 1 5517 (1/2 inch plate
full penetration weld) found to be below the prequalified weld minimum groove angle
indicated o the hanger drawings by 15 degrees and 7 9 degrees, respectively.

TUEC RESPONSE
,

(1) Admission or Denial of Allerad Violation:

We admit the alleged violation.

(2) Reason for Violationi

Welders failed to follow weld fit up criteria for prequalified weld groove
angle, and inspection procedures did not require fit up inspection by QC of all
cable tray hanger (CTH) full or partial penetration welds in Unit 1 areas at
the time these welds were made.

(3) Corrective Steon Taken and Results Achievedt

! NCR.M 85 1 1697 was initiated on December 4, 1985 to resolve the specific bevel
angle deficiencies identified by the NRC involving CTH 1 5517 and CTH 1 5538.
A walkdown of Unit 1 CTHs was conducted by a Level III Welding Quality Engineer
and no bevel groove angles were identified which were less than 30 degrees (+or
2 degrees). The walkdown consisted of a general review of installed CTHs and

was not based upon a formal saapling plan. A similar walkdown of Unit 2 CTHs
did not identify any bevel groove angle deficiencies. Based on these findings,
a bevel groove weld with an angle of 30 degrees (+10 degrees, 5 degrees) was
qualified (Procedure Qualification Record CP AWBB153) on December 27, 1985, in
accordance with AWS D1.1 75 requirements. QC Procedure QI-QP 11.10 9, " Cable
Tray Hanger As fauilt Inspection / Verification", was revised to include bevel
groove angle verification criteria of 45 , degrees (+10 degrees,, 20 degrees)

|
which is inclusive of the above site qualified groove angle criteria and the

,
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AWS prequalified groove angle criteria. (CP AWBB153 is used only as a basis
for resolution of bevel groove angle nonconformances identified during
reinspection activities. Ongoing construction activities are governed by the
criteria of 45 degrees (+10 degrees, 5 degrees) .

A review of other areas involving AWS weld criteria was conducted by Quality
Surveillance personnel to determine if there were generic implications of this
violation. A general walkdown of Unit 1 and 2 items errected in accordance
with AWS prequalified weld procedures was conducted to observe bevel groove
angles. This walkdown effort was not governed by a formal sampling plan.
Items reviewed included HVAC supports, pipe whip restraints and structural
steel connections. Due to connection configurations 'and the presence of paint
or protective coatings only a limited number of bevel groove angles could be
verified; however, no violation of AWS prequalified criteria was identified in ,

any of the bevel angles measured. The configuracion of HVAC supports reviewed
did not require bevel groove penetration as all welds installed were fillet

'

type.

In addition to this hardware review, site QC procedures applicable to the above !
installation activities were reviewed to assure that weld fit up inspection was |
required. Each of these activities were governed by procedures which ingluded {
fit up inspection.

'

(4) Corrective Stana to Avoid facurranca!

Since no instances of bevel groove angle deficiencies were identified in Unit 2
and since Unit 2 activities have been and continue to be inspected against the

'criteria of 45 degrees (+10 degrees, 5 degrees), this violation is considered
limited to Unit 1 CTHs. The Unit 1 CTHs will be subjected to 1004 reinspection
using the qualified criteria 45 degrees (+10 degrees, 20 degrees).

(5) Data When in Full Connlianca!

April 25, 1986

i
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA August 4, 1986

before the

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
- -

)
In the Matter of )

) Docket No. 50-445
TEXAS UTILITIES ELECTRIC ) 50-446

COMPANY, et al. )
) Permit Nos. CPPR-126
) CPPR-127-

(Comanche Peak Steam )
Electric 'itation) ) EA No. 86-09 ,

) Appendix B
)
)

REQUEST FOR MITIGATION
OF PROPOSED CIVIL PENALTY

,

The above-captioned Notice of Violation (N0V) assessed a civil penalty of
$50,000 for two violations which were collectively characterized as a
" Severity Level III problem (Supplemental II)" under the General Policy and
Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions,10 CFR 2, App. C. Pursuant to 10 CFRS

2.205, the Applicants hereby answer this notice and respectfully request, for
the reasons set forth below, that the civil penalty be mitigated.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 5 2.201 the Applicants' provide the response to the above-
captioned NOV (Applicants' Response). The Applicants admit the alleged
violations described in Part I.A of the notice and most of the allegations
described in Part I.B. No mitigation is sought in connection with Part I.B.
Mitigation is sought with respect to Part I.A having to do with incorrect
determination of cable tray hanger (CTH) attributes by walkdown and inspection
personriel and failure to audit these activities.

The penalty assessed is the base civil pepalty for a Severity III Level
violation. 10 CFR 50, App. C., Tables IA, 18. According to the notice it is
equally assessed between the two violations. Notice at 5. However, the

regulations provide for up to a 50% reduction in the base penalty in cases
where prompt and extensive corrective action is taken. 10 CFR 2, App. C.5

V.B.l. , .

.

As outlined in the Applicants' Response, the Applicants have taken prompt and
extensive action with respect to the CTH problem. This action included:



- . . . .- - . .. - - -

*

.

prompt suspension of the Unit 1 CTH as-built program and issuance of a*

corrective action request to address the problem; prompt investigation of, and
administration of discipline with respect to, management personnel who
directed violations of procedures and threatened penalties for failure to meet ~

quotas by inspectors; and taking numerous specific corrective actions listed
in the Applicants' Response.

Based upon the foregoing, Applicants respectfully request mitigation of the
penalty attributable to Part 1.A of the notice.

'
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